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MODERATOR Daniel W. Fleetham
TOWN CLERK Harriett J. Taplin
TREASURER John R. Taplin
SELECTMEN AND ASSESSORS
Joseph L. Graham Stanley C. Bogardus James Q. Ricard
OVERSEER OF THE POOR
Eugene F. Lorden
HIGHWAY AGENTS
Eben Lashua Theodore Clark Walter Stark





Efifie W. Olds Mary A. Dwyre Joseph C. Chandler
TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUNDS





William H. Reagan John Q. Ricard Myron Gillens
Clayton W. Stark, Laurence Decato
FOREST FIRE WARDEN AND FIRE CHIEF
Eugene F. Lorden
Deputies : Stanley C. Bogardus, John Clark, Daniel W.
Fleetham.. Edward Lar}'. Leander Rameor
AUDITORS
Truman J. Clark Frank K. Clarke
BUDGET COMMITTEE
Term Expires
Henry P. Gagnon 1951
Edward E. Androvette, Jr. 1951
Herbert E. Brown 1951
Allen C. Campbell 1952
Claude J. Decato 1952
Percy Woodward 1952
Harold Decato 1953
Erlon S. Eggleston 1953
Lynn S. Webster 1953
Warrant for Town Meeting
L. vS. THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To- the inhabitants of the Town of Canaan, County of Graf-
ton, in said State, qualified to vote in town affairs:
\ ou are hereby notified to meet at tiie Town House in said
Town on the second Tuesday of March next, at ten o'clock in
the forenoon, to act upon the following subjects :
Article 1. To choose by ballot and plurality vote a Town
Clerk, one Selectman for three years, a Town Treasurer, Tax
Collector, Overseer of the Poor, one Library Trustee for three
years, One Trustee of Trust Funds for three years, three High-
way Agents, two Auditors, one Town Agent, Chief of Police,
Surveyors of Lumber, Fence Viewers, Measurers of Wood and
Bark, Weighers of Hay and Straw, Cemetery Agents, and such
other officers as the Town may judge necessary to be chosen.
Article 2. To^ see if the Town will raise such sums of money
as may be necessary to defray the Town's expenses, including
all departments.
Article 3. To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen
to borrow money in anticipation of taxes.
Article 4. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to continue the present policy of cooperation with
the State of New Hampshire in the building of bridges on the
River Road.
Article 5. Pursuant to a petition of ten or more legal vot-
ers ; To see if the Town will vote to instruct the Selectmen to
keep a complete record of any and all expenditures by them for
the roads of the Town of Canaan. Said records are to be kept
on a daily work sheet as shown below
:
Date Daily Work Sheet for Canaan, N. H.
Name Time Location of work done
Start Finish From To










The above daily work sheet to be supplied by the Selectmen,
completed by the Road Agent. No Agent shall be paid any
sum of money until such work sheet or sheets are properly
filled out and in the hands of the Selectmen. In case of any
emergency (such as the storm of last fall) one Selectman shall
act as overseer of all road work to be done. Location of all
work shall be specifically defined. Each new starting time,
whether same job or not shall be listed completely. All labor
hired shall be listed, and all materials used shall be listed.
Article 6. To see if the Town will vote to abolish the sy.s-
tem of Road Agents and adov>t the system of one Road Agent
instead thereof ; and said Road Agent to be appointed by the
Selectmen with the Approval of the Budget Committee. To
take effect at the annual Town meeting of 1951.
Article 7. Pursuant to a petition of ten or more legal vot-
ers : To see if the Town will vote to accept winter maintenance
of the road leading to the James Andrews place, so called, pro-
viding the owner of this property has this road in suitable con-
dition for plowing at the beginning of the winter season eacli
year. Or take an_v action thereto.
Article 8. To see if the Town will vote to place all money
raised for maintenance of cemeteries under the administration of
the Trustees of Trust Funds or take any action thereto.
Article 9. To see if the Town will vote to employ the ser-
vices of the State of New Hampshire Assessors and raise money
to pay for the same. Or take any action thereto.
Article 10. To see if the Town will vote to employ the ser-
vices of the State of New Hampshire Auditors to audit the
Town books and raise money to pay for the same. Or take any
action thereto.
Article 11. To hear the reports of Agents, Auditors, Com-
mittees or Officers heretofore chosen and pass any vote relating
thereto, and to transact any other business that may come be-
fore the meeting.
Article 12. To see if the Town will vote to allow the playing
of Beano or Bingo in the Town of Canaan as prescribed by the
laws of the State of New Hampshire.
Given under our hands and seal this 21st daj;^ of February,
^9^^- JOSEPH L. GRAHAM,
STANLEY C. BOGARDUS.
JAMES Q. RICARD,







BUDGET OF THE TOWN OF
Estimates of Revenue and Expenditures (or the En
Compar








Interest and Dividends Tax
Railroad tax
Savings Bank tax
Reimbursement a/c State and Federal
forest lands
Reimbursement a/c exemption of growing
wood and timber
For fighting forest fires
Reimbursernent a/c Old Age Assistance
Reimbursement town poor
From Local Sources Except Taxes :
Dog licenses
Business licenses, permits and filing fees
F'ines and forfeits. Municipal Court
Rent of town hall and other buildings
Interest received on taxes and deposits
Income from Trust Founds
Gift to playground (A. Williams)
Sale of Fire Truck tires
Motor Vehicle permit fees
Use of office telephone
Refund of overpayment
L'se of town equipment
Repayment on Trust Fund
Rebate on Note




hVom Local Taxes Other than
Property Taxes :
Timber
Poll taxes—Regular at $2
National Bank Stock taxes
$1,900.00 $ 1,902.85 $ 1,900.00
700.00
BUDGET OF THE TOWN OF
Estimates of Revenue and Expenditures lor the En
Compar
Estimated and Actual Revenue, Appropriations and Expenditures of
K-itimated Actual Est.




suing Year, January 1 , 1951 , to December 31 , 1951
•d with
the Previous Year, January 1, 1950, to December 31, 1950
Appro- Actual
^pprin's Sub-
pn't'ns Expende'S Approp'ns. mitted without
Purposes of Expenditures Previus Pre^ ious Rec. by Rccom'dation
Vf^ar War Budget of BudgetYe \ ear Committee Committee
^950 195" 1951 1951
(Expenses broiiglit from page 5.)
Recreation
:
Parks and playgrounds including
band concerts 350.00' 325.03 350.00 350.00




Damages and legal expenses,
including dog damage
Advertising and Regional Assoc.




On Long term notes Interest
and Principal
Outlay for New Construction




Payment on Principal of Debt
:
Payment to Capital Reserve funds 50O.(X) 500.00
Deficit of previous jears
Precinct tax 490.(X1 490.(X)
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Fiscal Year Ending December 31, 1950
Certificate
This is to certify that the information contained in
this report was taken from official records and is com-







Town of Canaan, N. H. Balance
Assets
13
Sheet December 31, 1950
Liabilities
u
Town of Canaan, N. H. Receipts and
Receipts
15




Town Officers' Salaries $ 2,108.10
Town Officers' Expenses 683.05
Election and Registration Expenses 233.35
Expenses Town Hall and other Town
Buildings 2,073.45
Protection of Persons & Property:
Police Department 375.00
Fire Department, including forest
fires 1,024.42








Town Dumps and Garbage
Removal 296.50
Highways and Bridges:




Town of Canaan, N. H. Receipts and
(Receipts brought from pa^c 14.)
From Local Sources, Except Taxes:
Town of Grafton, use of town ecjuip-
ment $ 6.50
Repayment an Advances on Trust Funds:
Wells Cemetery 371.15
Canaan Street Cemetery 242.67
West Canaan Cemetery 88.07
Payment on Fire Expense (Welch) 8.00
Reimbursement, Irving Sails 95.94
A. A. Williams, gift to Playground 144.00
Sale of tires from Fire Truck 35.00
Refund on Downing 32.00
Rebate on Note 1.67
Long Term Bridge Notes 8,000.00




Cash on Hand Jan. 1, 1950 1,277.58
Total $114,672.49
(Total Receipts carried to page 18.)
17
Payments December 31, 1950
(Payments brought from
18
Town of Canaan, N. H. Receipts and
(Total Receipts brought from page 16.)
Total Receipts $113,394.91
Cash on Hand Jan. 1, 1950 1,277.58
Total $114,672.49
19
Payments December 31, 1950
(Payments brought from page 17.)
Payments to Capital Reserve Funds 500.0()
Total Indebtedness Payments 22,500.00
Payments, to Other Go\ ernmental Divisions:
Taxes paid to County $ 3,729.33
Payments to Precincts 490.00
Payments to School Districts 35,505.82
Total Pa)'ments to Other
Governmental Divisions 39,725.15





Schedule of Town Property
DESCRIPTION VALUE
Town Hall, Lands and Buildings $15,000.00
Furniture and Equipment 2,700.00
Libraries. Lauds and Buildings 5,000.00
Furniture and Equipment 2,000.00
Police Department, Equipment 100.00
Fire Department, Equipment 4,500.00
Highway Department, Lands and Buildings 1,000.00
Equipment 10,000.00
Parks, Commons and IMaygrounds 4,000.00
Schools, Lands and Buildings 14,000.00
Equipment 5,000.00
Total $63,300.00
DETAILED STATEMENT OF PAYMENTS
General Government
Town Officers' Salaries:
Joseph L. Graham, Selectman $ 400.00
Stanley C. Bogardus, Selectman 400.00
James Q. Ricard, Selectman 450.00
John R. Taplin, Treasurer 110.00
Harriett J . Taplin, Town Clerk 82.50
Eugene F. Chase, Tax Collector 450.00
Eugene F. Lorden, Overseer of Poor 171.60
Frank K. Clarke, Auditor 22.00
T. John Clark, Auditor 22.00
$ 2,108.10
Town Officers' Expenses:
The Reporter Press, notices and
ribbon $ 1.40
Postage for Auditors .60
Brown & Saltmarsh, office supplies 2.95
Fred Hutchinson, postoffice box 2.40
Edson Eastman, office supplies 4.25
Fred J. Shores, recording tax deeds 24.81
T>
Herbert Brown, town officers' bonds 109.50
Stanley C. Bogardus, mileage, tax
meeting and postage 27.00
James Q. Ricard,. mileage and tax
meeting 24.00
N. H. Assessors Assn., dues 4.00
Harriett J. Taplin, Town Clerk Expense 57.67
New England Tel. & Tel office 128.43
Reporter Press, Treasurer expense 61.50
Anna G. Proctor, Register of Probate .90
Joseph L. Graham, mileage and tax
meeting 24.00
Fred Hutchinson, stamped en\ elopes 18.38
Edson Eastman, vouchers and tax
books 29.64
Reporter Press, Super\ isors' notices 7.80
Edson Eastman, Trustee of Trust
Fund Book 19.00
Thelma Clark, copying town l)ooks 10.00
Eugene Chase, Tax Collector's expense 63.84
Edson Eastman, appointment blanks .70
Edson Eastman, Tax Collector's
supplies 6.39
John Taplin, Town Treasurer expense 7.28
Herbert Brown, insurance 10.67
Reporter Press, Tax Collector's notices 16.45
Reporter Press, closing notice 7.49
Joseph Graham, Concord, Tax
Commissioners 6.00
Stanley Bogardus, telephone expense 6.00
Election and Registration
Daniel Fleetham, Moderator $ 30.00
Katherinei Gordon, Supervisor 30.00
G. L. Eggleston, Superxisor 48.00
Clayton W. Stark, Supervisor 30.00
Reporter Press, notices 22.45
Ladies' Social Circle, meals 29.90
Mrs. Roger Remade, food 10.00
683.05
23
Frank May, Ballot Clerk 6.00
Joseph C. Chandler, Ballot Clerk 9.00
Burns Mooney, Ballot Clerk 9.00
Wilbur Lovering, Ballot Clerk 9.00
Town Buildings
H. Paul Gagnon, fuel $ 973.71
Valentine Austin, Precinct Building 31.00
F. C. Hammond 6c Son, lumber.
Precinct Building 23.17
Balph Hill, Precinct Building 6.80
Public Service, lights " 31.39
Mascoma Valley Lumber Co., lumber 7.42
H. L. Webster & Sons, repairs to
Town Buildings 204.99
Home Improvement Co., heating
unit repairs 564.10
Robert E. Wendell, repairs to Pre-
cinct Building 4.50
Granite State Electric, lights 144.97
H. L. Webster & Sons, wallboard,
Precinct Building 39.78
Eddie O'Connor, town building grounds 13.00
Crystal Lake Water Co., water rent 20.00
William DaAis. Town buildings 8.62
Police
Eugene F. Lorden, Chief $ 250.00
John Roberts, Special Police 12.00
James Q. Ricard, Special Police 113.00
Fire Department
Victor Corno, new tires and tubes $ 215.27
H. E. Brown, insurance 85.04
A. Lee Cowles, fog nozzle 35.36










Frank K. Clarke 1.50





E. F. Chase 1.50
Harry Kimball 1.50
Clarence Eastman 2.00
T. J. Lorden 2.00
Gilbert Downing 3.00
Carl Weir " 1.00
Paul Gagnon 2.00
E. F. Lorden, Warden for fire fighters 52.60
American Fire Equipment, supplies 27.86
R. C. Crowells, firemen's insurance 110.00
Sudbury Laboratory' Fire Equip.
Co., supplies 12.50
Farrar Co., fire pump repairs 80.10
E. F. Lorden, forest fire meeting.
Wardens and Deputies 29.07
Gulf Filling Station, gas and oil 3.57
Texaco Filling Station, gas, oil and
repairs 36.29
Joseph Hill, service as fireman 4.50
Howard Reagan, service as fireman 1.00
Sidney Lary, jr., service as fireman 1.00
Adrian Greenwood, service as fireman l.(X)
Rock Bros., inspection and check-
up of fire truck 6.85
Ernest Tibbals, work at fire house 2.70
Arthur Watson, work at fire house 4.50
H. L. Webster & Sons, supplies 3.50
State of N. H., fire tools 27.71
E. F. Lorden, special services oil
truck fire 4.00
25
James Q. Ricard, special services
oil truck fire 4.00
Blister Rust
26
Ernest R. Tibbals, Jr., cleaning waste 12.80
Tractor
27
Eben Lashua, bushes 339.85
H. L. Webster 6c Sons, bush scythe
and cement 6.90
W. E. Stark, bushes 71.20
Theodore Clark, Inishes 121.24
Alhe Nixon, plank 23.58
Eben Lashua, bridge and culverts 85.00
Grover Braley, plank 101.15
John Tredinnick, lettering signs 36.00
Eben Lashua, bushes, 129.50
Walter Stark, bushes 80.00
Walter Stark, oil on Ginn Hill and
filling in bank on Goose Pond
Road 228.00
Theodore Clark, special gravel 337.30
Eben Lashua, special gravel 26.80
Theodore Clark, blasting caps and
dynamite 25.20
H. P. Welch, transportation of plows 20.98
Eben Lashua, snow fence 88.25
Walter Stark, Foster bridge and
snow fence 216.60
Walter Stark, Leach road 50.00
Theodore Clark, snow fence 64.80
Ray Road Equipment Co., express
on plow 37.71
Eben Lashua, snow plow and fence 54.43
Theodore Clark, bridge and snow fence 27.20
Carl Hill, Jr., transporting culvert 3.00
Town Poor
Grafton County Farm, James Ainsley $ 191.00
Mary G. Goss, care of Luna M.
Campbell 66.00
H. L. Webster & Sons, Luna Campbell 30.00
First National Stores, soldier 33.85
White's Market, soldier 50.00
Dickinson's Market, Carleton Joslyn 81.00
Dr. Paul Wilson, Luna Campbell 41.30
3,204.85
28
Lorden Funeral Home, Burton Peaslee 169.50
Clayton Stark, Burton Peaslee 25.00
Lorden Funeral Home, Geo. Wilder 125.00
Lorden Funeral Home, Ducette 13.50
John Finnegan, feeding transients 7.25
L. M. Bennett, Carleton Joslyn 30.00
Mary Hitchcock Hospital, Downing 32.00
Geo. L. Eggleston, Ducettes and
Howard Grace 271.00
Sherman Goss, aid 19.20
Vernq Jarvis, Carleton Joslyn 7.18
Mary Hitchcock Hospital, town poor 32.00
H. L. Webster & Sons, Sherman
Goss 254.00
Sylvia Norris, Alice Wilson 216.00
James. A. Taylor, Alice Wilson 20.20
Dr. I. A. Dinerman, Sherman Goss 13.30
Roberts Market, James Ainsley 107.44
First National Stores, Ethel Thomp-
son 130.00
State^ Cancer Comm., veteran 24.75
F. C. Hammond, Sherman Goss 4.50
Dr. I. A. Dinerman, Paul Thibodeau 2.45
1,997.42
Regions
Dartmouth-Lake Sunapee Region $ 80.00
80.00
Libraries
Effie Olds $ 675.00
675.00
O. A. A.
State of New Hampshire $6,223.05
6,223.05
Patriotic Purposes
Weld-Webster Post, Memorial Day $ 100.00
Morrison's Rexall Store 26.55





Damages and Legal Expenses
W. Howard Reagan, disposing of
stray dogs





Walter E. Stark $ 962.90
Eben Lashua 501.35
Theodore Clark 385.65
Socony-Vaciuim Oil Co. 501.75
Town of Hartford, sander 12.00
2,363.65
Taxes Bought by Town
Eugene F. Chase, Tax Collector $1,388.16
1,388.16
Insurance
Herbert E. Brown, Agent $ 443.76
443.76
Special Trust Funds
Trustees of Trust Fund, sewers and
fire truck $ 500.00
500.00
Temporary Loans
Herbert E. Brown, Treasurer $ 5,000.00
National Bank of Lebanon 15,000.00
20,000.00
Long Term Notes
National Bank of Lebanon $2,000.00
2,000.00
State and County
Treasurer State of New Hampshire
T. R. A. $1,207.37




Crystal Lake Water Co., hydrant
service . $ 490.00
490.00
School District
Herbert E. Brown, Treasurer $35,505.82
35,505.82
32
Report of Tax Collector




Taxes Committed to Collector:
Property Taxes
33
Robert Kimball 2.00 Jeannette Blanchaid 2.00
William H. Braley 2.00 Charles Morse 2.00
Dorothy D. Braley 2.00 Lillian Paradis 2.00
Josephinef Chapman 2.00 Mrs. Tom Randall 2.00
*Lois Grace 2.00 Christopher Reed 2.00
Howard Grace 2.00 Susie Sabin 2.00
Ruth Kimball 2.00 Howard Tenney 2.00
*'Lydia Tenney 2.00
*Paid since Jan. 1, 1951
I hereby certify that the above list showing the name
and amount due from each delinquent taxpayer, as of De-
cember 31, 1950, on account of the tax levy , of 1950, is










Interest Collected during Fis-
• cal Year ended Dec. 31,
1950 .25
Total Debits $ 30.31
Cr.
Remittances to Treasurer during Fis-
cal Year ended Dec. 31, 1950:
Poll Taxes $ 2.00
Interest collected during year .25






Uncollected Taxes as of Jan. 1, 1950:
Property Taxes $ 7.65
Poll Taxes 6.00
$13.65
Interest collected during Fis-




Remittances to Treasurer during Fis-
cal Year ended Dec. 31, 1950:
Property Taxes $ 7.65
Poll Taxes 6.00





Uncollected Taxes as of Jan. 1, 1950:
Property Taxes $32.98
Poll Taxes 60.00
Poll Taxes added after January 1,
1950 10.00
$102.98
Interest collected during Fis-




Remittances to Treasurer during Fis-




Interest collected during year 2.13
Abatements made during year 10.00
Total Credits 105.11
I hereby certify that there are no uncollected taxes due
on the tax levies for the years 1947, 1948 and 1949, to the
best of my knowledge and belief.
EUGENE F. CHASE,
Tax Collector
SUMMARY OF TAX SALES ACCOUNTS
As of December 31, 1950
Dr.
Tax Sale on Account of Levies of
1950 1949 1948
Taxes sold to Town during
current Fiscal Year $1,388.16





Report of Town Treasurer
FOR THE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1950
Receipts
38
Other local sources 51.50
30,951.33
Total receipts $113,394.91
Balance on hand, January 1, 1950 1,277.58
$114,672.49
Payments by order of Selectmen 114,672.49





Report of Town Clerk
FOR THE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 30, 1950
Dog Report
Receipts
98 males at $2.00 $ 196.00
18 females at $5.00 90.00
34 spayed females at $2.00 68.00
1 half-kennel at $12.00 12.00
1 kennel at $20.00 20.00
$386.00
Payments




John R. Taplin, Treasurer 344.11
386.00
x4uto Report
26 Permits, 1949 $ 56.45
731 Permits, 1950 3,522.17
3,578.62
Paid John R. Taplin, Treasurer $3,578.62
Filing Fees
Town Meeting $ 19.00
Primary 6.00
25.00





Report of Library Trustees
FOR THE YEAR ENDING DECEiMBER 30, 1950
Receipts
Balance on hand Jan. 1, 1950 $ 11.37
Received from Town Treasurer 650.00
Received from Trust, Fimds 50.00
Received from Selectmen for Janitor 25.00
Total $736.37
Expenditures
New England News Co., books $328.52
Doubleday & Co., Inc., books 39.00
H. W. Wilson Co., books 4.00
Baker and.Tavlor, subscription 3.00
Arthur Hollenbeck, wood 19.00
Clarence Therriault. janitor 25.00
E. W. Olds, cataloguing and filing 50.00
MarA" Dwyre, advertising 1.22
Salaries:
E. W. Olds $100.00
K. L. Gordon 75.00
A. Maude Webster Estate 56.25
Florence Moonev 18.75
Total $719.74







Number of Books accessioned January 1, 1950 13,665




Total number Books 13,863
Circulation:
Fiction Non-Fiction juvenile Total
Canaan Street 2323 410 644 3377
Canaan Branch 735 415 435 1585
West Canaan Branch 1010 11 179 1140





















*Cooperative expenditure in making detailed maps of the
control area.
42
Received from Town $400.00
Expended from Town funds 399.76
Balance due Town .24
Stamps are enclosed to co\'er the balance due the Town.
Area co\'ered 788 acres
Currant and gooseberry bushes destroyed 9,817
Land area of Town 33,773 acres
Present control area 17,666 acres
REPORT OF VILLAGE PARK COMMISSIONER
Receipts
Cash on hand January 1 $ 9.32
Received from Selectmen 100.00
$109.32
Expenditures.
Ernest Webster, raking and cleaning $ 8.25
Oscar Butman, sharpening mower 2.00
Harold Rameor, cutting bushes be-
side ball park 2.25
Ernest Webster, mowing and labor 10.45
Carl Hill, mowing ball park 4.37
Ray Hammond, mowing ball park 5.00
Ernest Webster, mowing park 9.00
Ernest Webster, mowing park 7.50
Carl Hill, mowing ball field 9.00
Ernest Webster, mowing park 4.50
Ernest Webster, mowing park 3.75
66.07




Reports of Road Agents
FOR THE \EAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1950
EBEN D. LASHUA, Agent
44
Paid:
Eben Lashua, Agent, sanding, truck 168.50
Eben Lashua, Agent, thawing culvert 12.00
Sidney Monroe, driving tractor 19.00
Sidney Monroe, truck and driver,
plowing 44.00
Walter Stark, truck and driver,
plowing 64.40
Walter Stark, grader, plowing 36.00
Otis Rameor, team 8.00
Otis Rameor, labor, 4.00
George Rameor, labor 7.20
Joseph Chapman, labor 29.80
Clarence Eastman, thawing culvert 6.00
Jack George, labor 6.40
George Hazen, labor 29.60
Harry Kimball, labor 16.80
George Lashua, labor 13.20
Richard Howard, labor 10.00
Wayne Long, labor 18.00
William Osborn, labor 128.40
Howard Reagan, labor 208.40




Eben Lashua, Agent $ 31.95
Eben Lashua, truck 35.50
Harry Kimball, labor 7.60
Ernest Tibbals, Sr., labor 15.20
Ernest Tibbals, Jr., labor 15.20
William Osborn, labor 13.60
Ralph Galpin, Sr., labor 1.60
John Tredinnick, labor 1.60
Walter Stark and grader 60.00
Otis Rameor and truck 12.60
194.85
45
District No. 2, THEODORE J. CLARK, Agent
Oiling and Cold Patch
Paid:
Theodore J. Clark, Agent
46
Paid:
Walter E. Stark, grader 32.00
Neil Andrew, gra\ el 37.40
336.30




Tree Removal and Opening Ditches
Paid:
Theodore J. Clark, Agent $ 18.00
Theodore J. Clark, truck 20.00
Theodore J. Clark, chain saw 10.00





Tax on above 3.20
Donald McAlister 10.00
Horace W. Clark 4.00
Joseph J. Clark 1.60
Leon Cummings 4.00
William Osborne .80
Ralph Perkins and car 17.40
Horace W. Clark 4.00
Tom Randall 8.00
$ 171.00
District No. 3, WALTER STARK, Agent
Emergency Flood
Paid:
Walter Stark, Agent $ 32.40
Walter Stark, truck 63.55
Walter Stark, grader 239.90
Walter Stark, tractor shovel 27.20
Horace Clark, labor 4.00
William Csborn 17.60
T. J. Clark, labor 21.15
T. J. Clark, truck 41.40
Joseph, Graham, two trucks 122.80
Donald Crate, truck 90.05
Harry Biathrow, three trucks 184.25
Sidney Monroe, truck 66.65
Henry Laramie, truck 80.05
Eben Lashua, truck 69.40
H. L. Webster & Sons, two trucks 38.40
Clarence Hill, truck 63.55
49
Paid:
Town of Enfield, truck 12.40
Neal Andrew, gravel 152.80
Harry Biathrow, shovel 196.00
Harry Biathrow, bulldozer 24.00
Clayton Stark, labor 12.80
Roger Stark, labor 3.20
H. B. Foster, labor 8.00
Clayton Stark, chain saw 8.00
Neal Andrew, gravel 305.60
$1,885.15
Summer Maintenance
Walter Stark, Agent $329.60
Walter Stark, truck 293.40
H. B. Foster, labor 89.60
Horace Clark, labor 4.80
A. D. Neily, Jr., labor 56.60
Clayton Stark, labor 96.30
Wallace Neily, labor 21.60
Walter Stark,' grader 200.20
Eugene Foster, labor 24.80
Paul Thibodeau, labor 71.20
Leo Kilton, labor 3.20
Joe Neily, labor 54.50
Ralph Gauthin, labor 46.40
Roger Hall, labor 29.60
Dana Derby, labor 52.40
A. D. Neily,' Sr., labor 24.94
Mrs, Grace Kenyon, gravel 5.60
Neil Andrew, gravel 5.60
Winter Maintenance
Paid:
Walter Stark, Agent $307.70
Walter Stark, truck, plowing 580.00
Walter Stark, truck, sanding 200.20
Walter Stark, tractor and grader 210.95




A. D. Neily, Jr., labor 63.20
A. D. Neily, Jr., truck 45.20
Clayton Stark, labor 74.40
Carrol Stark, labor 13.20
Wallace Neily, labor 48.00
Sidney Monroe, labor 24.00
Sidney Monroe, truck 25.75
Walter Stark, tractor shovel 129.00
Vernon Hall, labor 3.40
Donald Stark, labor 22.00
Frank Robbins, labor 4.00
Walter Brown, labor 4.00
Paul Thibodeau, labor 34.00
Theodore Clark, truck 9.00
Hathorn's, steel for plow 14.82
Mrs. Grace Kenyon, sand 27.00
Mrs. Maud Hazelton, sand 11.00
Roger Hall, labor 9.60
Dana Derby, labor 30.60
$2,033.42
51
Report of Cemetery Agents
FOR THE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1950
Report of Canaan
52
Report of Agent of Sawyer Hill Cemetery
Expenditures
Gordon McAlister, cleaning and mowing $ 6.80





Report of Agent, 1950
West Farms Cemetery, year ending January 31, 1951
Receipts
Received of Selectmen May 24, 1950 $25.00





General care of Cemetery $25.00
Straightening Head Stones, care of Williams





Report of Agent of West Canaan Cemetery
Receipts
Received from Town $84.10
Payments
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We the Selectmen of Canaan, N. H. do severally state that
the following is a full and true list of all persons known to us
who are liable to taxation on Real or Personal property, as of
April 1, 1950. Tax rate per hundred—$5.20 outside Fire District;






ADAMS, FREDERICK — 2>7 a. land $ 200
ANDERSON, ED. O. and HOMRICH, VIOLET—35 a. 200
ASHLEY, HOWARD and DOROTHY — Lot and
cottage 1.000
ASHLEY, FRANK — Lot on Goose Pond 50
ATU\NTIC CO. — Gas pumps 320
ANDREW, LILLA D., EST. and TAYLOR, JENNIE
L. EST. — 52 a. Day and Currier land, $300;
40 a. David Currier land, $200; 40 a. Cochran
land, $600; 30 a. Larson land, $100; 50 a. Jones
lot, $150 1,350
BAKETEL, ELIZABETH K. — 5 a., Stone House,
$4,000; 10 a. woodlot, $150 4,150
BLAIN, ARMAND C. — Residence and 50 a. Sawyer
Place 6,500
BEAUDRY, EMIL and RAY — 2 camp lots 100
BALDWIN, OLIVER — H. P. Haggett buildings 2,500
BLAIR, MILLIDGE L. and HAZEL G.—Kihon cot. 1,000
BARNEY, BERTHA E. — Cottage, $550; cottage, 650 1,200
BAILOR, JANE G. — Peter Pan lot 1,200
BOWEN, KATHERINE K. — 75 a. and buildings,
Clark Pond, 1,100
BILL, GEORGE and PETER — 67 a. buildings on
Sawyer Hill 700
BOND, VERNON LEE and MARTHA H. — E. C.
Cook farm LOGO
BRAINERD, CHAS. L. EST. — 60 a. and buildinRs,
Clark Pond LOOO
BUSHEE, FRED — 1 a. house and shed 400
BROWN, ANNIE, EST. J-4 house lot 200
BROWN, EARL S. — Lathrop property 100
BREWER, EDW. A. — 5/2 a. and Weld Place 3,500
BARTON, VERNE and KATHERINE — Cottage
and lot 800
BROWN, RAYMOND L. — Camp, Clark Pond 20O
BLAIN, GERARD A. — 60 a. Wilson lot 400
BALDWIN, ARTHAISE and FRITZ W. and JONES,
ELIZABETH B. — Buildings, Canaan St.,
$9,800; boathouse, $200 10,000
BRADY, BETSY B. — 1 a, Hcople cottage 1,400
BUMP, HARVEY M. and ETHEL L. — 1-3 a. and
cottage 600
BROWN, WILLARD C. and ESTES, GEO. W. and
ALLAN, JOHN — Lot and cottage 300
BERRAIRE, EDWARD S. and ALFRED — Camp
and lot 500
BATCHELDER, MILDRED S. — House lot 50
BRITSEDRIGE, MRS. WALTER — Elms cottage 800
CAMPBELL, D. C. — 50 a. waste land 25
CAMPBELL, H. R. — Lot near Bear Pond 75
CARDIGAN MT. SCH00I^12 a. Lucerne and Water
Works, $7,000; 30 a. home place, $6,500; 1 a.
Peaslee house, $1,000; Cilley land, $300; 2 a.
farm buildings, $2,500; Putney place, $1,000;
dormitory, $1,000 19,300
CASPERSON, O. W. — 60 a. Powell lot, $200; 250 a.
Fails land, $750; 50 a. Ed. Hill farm, $1,000; 100
a. y2 Peaslee Sawmill lot, $50; 100 a. ^ Poor
F^arm lot, $200; 50 a. Fails land—classified $150;
100 a. y2 Poor Farm and Peaslee dam, $200 2,550
CLARK, GEO. P. HEIRS — 40 a. woodland 400
CLOUGH, VAL M. EST. — 148 a. Dwinnells pasture,
$500; Vermont meadow, $100 600
COOK, EVERETT E. — 90 a. house and lot 50C'
COLLANAN, EDW. G. — 30 a. and Sawyer cottage 1,500
COLE, ROBERT H. and MARY A. — 3/4 a. and cot. 300
COLE, WM. M. — 40 a. Murray land, back of Wolf-
sohns, $250; 25 a. Texas Townsend land. Turn-
pike, $100; 67 a. Forest Products land, $200;
25 a. Bagley land, $100 1,750
CROSS, R. S., EST. — 8 a. E. Coiburn meadow, $550;
15 a., Chas. Coiburn meadow, $5fX) 1,050
CONGDON, FRANK P. and CELIA — 5 a. buildings
known as Nelson place. 450
COLLINS, HELEN A. — Lot 50
COTY, FRANK T. — Pasture. $300; Chapman land,
$100 400
CURTIS, EDWIN J. and SUSIE H. — Cottage, Goose
Pond 900
CHASE, WM. F. and MILDRED F. — Cottage, Goose
Pond 900
COWDEN, MERLE C. — IVi a., camp and lot 200
DELANEY, ANNA M. — Dr. Lesh Place 4,600
DANE, BERTHA A. — 10 a. and Fields Place 5,500
DEOINS, GEO. F. — 1/4 a. camp and lot 800
DAVIS, WM. M. — 3 a. Aldrich meadow, $400; 2 a.
Hadley place, $100 500
DECATO BROS. — Stock in trade 75
DOMIN, GEO. B. — 2 a. cottage and land Goose Pond,
$350; 2 a. cottage and land Goose Pond, $700 1,050
DEMERS, EDWARD — 4 a. cottage and land, Goose
Pond 350
DEAN, FRED G. — Camp and lot. Goose Pond 600
DARTMOUTH COLLEGE — Land and water privi-
lege, $500; 2 a. camp lots on Clark Pond, $100 600
DEMING, PHILIP L and BARBARA — Van Wyck
place 1,300
DAVIS, HOWELL M. — Follansbee cottage 800
DAVIS, CLYDE H. — Lot on Goose Pond 100
DANA, JOHN O. and HELEN E. — 60 a. pasture and
meadow, $500; 40 a. meadow and farm, $300 800
DIAMOND. FUBER W. — Cottage and land. Goose
Pond 600
DIAMOND, ALLAN — Cottage and land, $600; cot-
tage and land, $600 1,200'
DODGE, RALPH — 15 a. Aldrich meadow and camp 500
DORR, LEON A. — 15^ a. Sprout and field land 100
EASTMAN, GRANT C. — lOO a. Sprout land 200
ELMS, MARY H. — Right of way to Crystal Lake,
$200; 1 a. cottage, $1,800; 3/4 a. land on Cry-
stal Lake, $900 2^00
ELDER, CLIFFORD R. — V, a. cottage and land 700
ELLSWORTH, IRA J. and HELEN P. — 11 a. Eaton
place, $1,190; 15 a. land, $ .200 2,000
ESSO STANDARD OIL CO. — Pumps and tanks 320
EVANS, ROSE B. — Davis house 1,800
ELDER, GABRIEL R. and CONNIE—Cottage and lot 100
FARNSW^ORTH, HAZEL — Residence and land 2,000
FITZGERALD, AIARY MORSE — 10 a. buildings
west side South Road, $1,000; 5 a. E. Side farm,
$100 LlOO
FIRST NATIONAL STORES — Stock in trade, 3,190.63
FRENCH, HARRY T.—3/4 a. cottage and land, Clark
Pond 500
FORBUSH, ANNA R. — 2 a. cottage and land, Street 2,000
FALCONER, ARTHUR and MABEL—Robie cottage 800
FARRINGTON, CECIL C. and BERTHA L. — Lot on
Goose Pond 100
FOSTER, WALTER — 1.30 a. meadow and pasture 1,200
FOSTER, ROGER—10 a. Wells land Brook Rd.. $150;
40 a. Smith place, $900 1,050
I'ORD, RICHARD C. and HELEN D. — 25 a. Hazen
wood lot. $100; 20 a. Hazen wood lot. $100 200
I'ISKE, WILLIAM D. — 20 a. Ledgewood cottage.
$1,000; frontage on Canaan St. Lake, $100 1.100
FLANDERS. FLORENCE — Indian River Grill 600
GAMMONS, CHAS. W. — 60 a. Tug Mt. property 1,500
GARRON, HARRIETT—Cottage and land, $800; Bar-
ney lot, $500 1,300
OILMAN, CARL B. — 40 a. Oilman pasture 1,000
GARDNER, FORREST I. — 40 a. Maurice Quimby
land 200
GOODHUE. GRACE. EST. — 80 a. buildings. Canaan
Street, $5,000; 25 a. Wheat land. $1,500; K- a.
Stone house, $2000 8,500
GRANITE STATE ELECTRIC CO. — Electric lines.
43.605; equipment, $4,000: Goose Pond dam,
$70,000 107,605
GRIGGS, LELAND — 15 a. cottage and lot 60^)
GULF OIL CORP. — Bowker's Garage. $2,000; Ser-
vice Station, $2,500 4,500
GOERING, GRACE W. — Camp and lot, Lary road 300
GRIGGS, LOUISE A. — Cottage and lot, $400; adja-
cent land. $50 450
GAM BUN, MRS. J. S. — Cottage and lot, $600;
Mooney lot, $50 650
HAMMER, JOSEPH J. and MARJORIE D. — 4K' a.
residence and land 2,400
HARRIS, STANLEY E. — 80 a. Stevens land, $600;
10 a. Withington land, $60; 550 a. Joe Rameor
place, $4,000 4,660
HANKS, CHARLES and ERNESTINE—Camp and lot 800
HATCH and HAZ ELTON — J/, a. Sargent lot 250
HEALEY, JAMES and DAISY. EST. — 5 a. unclassi-
fied, Cider Mill road 50
HAMMOND. FRED C. & SON — Timberland, $700;
10 a. Barney lot, $150 850
HIBBARD RUTH — 200 a. Penhollow pasture 1,000
HAMMOND, RONALD—150 a. Bradbury place, $400;
lot at Mirror Lake, $50; 50 a. I. B. Brown pas-
ture, $115; camp and lot, $250 815
HILL, HARRY N. — Cochran cottage, $900; camp and
lot, Goose Pond, $50; camp and lot, $100 1.050
HALL, WILLIAM H. — 7 a. reserved from I. B.
Brown, $50 50
HARRIGAN, EDWIN A. — 125 a. E. S. Bullis farm, 300
HOWARD. MABEL — Cottage and lot 250
HANKS, EUGENE R. and VERA B. — 100 a. build-
ings, Wells place 5,500
HALL, GORDON — Cottage and land 500
HALL. ROGER C. — 28 a. Flanders lot 120
HIBBARD, CLARENCE E. — 425 a. Murray Udge 1,200
HARDY, LOUIS E. and LEDA E. — Land on West
Farms 800
HAMMOND, WALTER — 12 a. Eddy land 500
HAZEN, LORNE — Lumber 100
JOHNSON, CHAS. H. — Land on Jerusalem Rd. 500
lOHNSON, JOANNE E. — Lot at Goose Pond 50
JOHNSON, CARL E. and GERTRUDE A. — Camp
and lot 200
JONES, GLADYS — 67 a. Horton place 1,000
KNIGHT, MILO — 18 a. farm and buildings 300
KANE, ANNA — Residence and land 4,800
KENDALL, MRS. S. REED — Geo. White place 1,500
KENVILLE, EDWARD — Lot and camp 600
LARAMIE, HENRY A.—36 a. Gile and Leeds pasture 100
LEACH, FR.\NK N. — 70 a. tillage and pasture 800
LAWRENCE, ALFRED C. and MABEL B. — 85 a.
Bovs Camp, $4,000; Bungalow, $700; boat
house, $200; Health house, $500 5,400
LEMAY, ALPHONSE — Cottage and land 900
LAMBERT, EDWARD — ^ a. camp and land 300
LATHROP, IVAN S. — 1 a. land on West Farms Rd.,
$50; Bungalow, $400 450
LEE, W'ARREN and PHYLLIS — 50 a. Green farm,
$1,000; 200 a. on Lary Rd., $600 1.600
LATHROP. GRACE E. — 95 a. Jameson farm 900
LUCIA, HARRIETT — Lot, field and camp, $700; 18
a. Perley lot, $150; 11 a. school lot, $150 1,000
LARAWAY, G. J. — Camp and lot 400
LORDEN, THOMAS — Stock in trade 300
LEWIS. CLIFFORD B. — Young place 1,200
MEASURE, EARL L. — 80 a. Coburn pasture 400
MOORE, NELLIE, EST.—20 a. pasture on South Rd. 300
MORIN, GASTON and LOUISE — 100 a. residence
and land 3,000
MEDLER, MARION K. — lOO a. Cook farm 2,000
MESSER, MRS. — 5 a. house lot 200
MOONEY, CURTIS — Part of Berry farm 300
MALONY, DOROTHY F. — 60 a., residence and land 2.200
MANLEY, ALONZO and VIOLET—Cottage and land 700
MEANEY, JOHN J. and NORA N. — 110 a. residence
and land, $1,800; 16 a. Elliot farm, $100 1,900
MARSTON. BEULAH S. and CLYDE — 25 a. Bob
Acres farm, $1,300; ^ a. house lot, $200; pas-
ture, $200 1,700
MARTIN, GEORGE — 'A a. Lucy Martin house 300
MATTHEWS, WALTER R. and JUNE A. — 25 a.
cottage and land 1,300
MARSHALL, CHARLOTTE — 36 a. Aldrich land 350
MARROW MVG. CO. — Stock in trade 1,000
McALPINE. WILLIAM A. and MRS. — 1 a. resi-
dence and l^nd. $2,600; lot on Parker St., $50 2.6=^0
ATANNING. SHERMAN B. — Lot and garage, 9.400
McCRETGHTON — Camp. $50; 2 horses, $150 200
NEW ENGLAND BOX CO. — 78 a. Homer-Sharkey
lot,, $500; 121 a. Andrews lot, $400; 30 a. Cong-
don lot, $150 1.200
NOYES, TAMES H.. EST. — Wood lot 150
NOYES. BEN A. and ERNEST R. — 1 a. cottages and
house, $"700: Monroe place, $200; garage and
tenement. $250; Lower cotta^^e. $400 1,550
NOYES. BEN A. and MABEL, EST. — 14 a. Rainev
land 150
N. E. ELEC. CORP. — 30.43 miles electric line 7,138.88
NIXON. ALLIE — TOO a. Shaker land and Abbott and
Stevens land, $350; 2 horses, $1*^0; 1 sawmill,
$^.00O 2,500
OLDOCK, LEROY and FRANCES S. — 13 a. wood
lot. $400: 22 a. sorout land. $200 600
OBEYMER. ALFRED A. and MARY ALICE — 14 a
Hardv lot 150
ON.ACL ZYGATAN T. and JENNIE— Tract of land 800
O'HETRE. GEO. Piid DOWNING — 6 a. lot 100
PERLEY. TOSEPH B. — 106 a. pasture 500
POWERS. NORATA C. EST. — Cottage and land 800
PETERSON. R. G. — Village lot 300
PROVENDER, FARRIS — Cottage and land. $800;
buildine lot. $.50 8=^0
PACKARD. BRIDGETT — 4'/^ a. field 300
POUND. R. E.. Mrs. — 1 a. residence and land, $3,600;
5'/ Currier land, $400 4,000
PTTTMAN. HERBERT — 75 a. nastnre 400
PIKE, FRANK B. pnd ELIZABETH, EST. — 21 a.
Malone l-'iid, $125; 44 a. Kittridge ATorgan
land $,^50 475
T'UDWAH. RAYATOND — Camn and land 100
PERRY. ARCHIE T^. ^nd MINNIE E. — Stevens land 500
OUIMBY. LAWRENCE H. — 25 a. Horace Stevens
land lOt)
RENEY. I. — 8^^ a. Vnno; lot 400
ROY. MABEL E.. EST. — 16 a. wood lot, ISO
RECORD, ELLEN — C^mp lot 50
RYDER, COL. LEON E. and EVELYN C. — 2 a.
resident and land 2,000
RACIOT, RUDOLPH J. and LUMENIA — 10 a. cot-
tage and land 800
ROGERS, LOUIS E. and ROM '\ W. — Pattee lot
and cabin 1,500
ROGERS, CLAYTON M. and IRMA J. — Camp and
land 800
RICHFIELD OIL CORP. — Gas pumps 320
ROCK, RODNEY — Stock in trade 200
ROSE, CALEB — 6 a. Birchwood cottage, $600; 17 a.
residence, $12,000; 4>4 a. lake shore. $200 12,800
SANBORN, ED. J. ~ Cottage and lot, $1,000; Adams
cottage, $^00 1,500
vSANBORN. ARCHIE — Lot and cottage 600
SHELL OIL CO.. INC. — 6 Pumps 960
SIMMONS. HAROLD R. — 2 camp lots 350
SIMMONS, ADEL — Cottage and land 806
SANFORD, ALICE E. — 60 a. Frank Hill farm 1,500
SKINNER. ETHEL — Cottage and land 400
SOCONY VACUUM OIL CO.- Service Station, $2,000
and pumps, $320 2,320
SEVIGNY, HERBERT J. — 55 a. pine lot. Dan Goss
farm 500
v'^MITH, BURTON F. — Land and filling station,
$5,000; lot on Church street, $400 5,400
SMART. WILFRED — Residence and land 3,500
SIMONDS, JOSEPH A. — Camp and land 300
STRATTON. DAVID H. and GERALDINE A. — 20 a.
Copeland land 300
SHEETS. HAROLD — Canaan Theatre 2,500
TOBEY LUAIBER CO.—300a. Weeks, Day & Eddie 1,500
TERHUNE. ROBERT D. — 40 a. Part of Walter
Pettes farm 250
TENNEY SERVICE VACATION HOME — Hutch-
inson house. $3,000; Hutchinson cottage, $1.-
250; Wliittemore cottage. $1,250; 6 a. adjacent
land. $?0 5,550
TENNEY. EMMA M. — 1 a., residence and land 5,000
TEXAS CO. — 3 Dumps 480
THIBADEAl^ MAURICE and DRAPEAU ADE-
LADE — Cottage and land 1,000
TAPPLEY. ROBERT N. — 1/4 a. camp and land 30O
THOMPSON. HARRY D. and SIMONE — Land west
side of Goose Pond. $1,700; Mooney land and
camp, $500 2,200
TREWALD CREST FARMS — 50 a. Earl farm. $7.-
.500; 145 a. Kenyon farm, $8,500 16,000
THIMELL. MARRIANNA—65 a., residence and land.
$5,000; and 5 tracts of land, $500 5,500
UNITED LUMBER CO. — 2 a., camp, $200; 1 saw-
mill, $1,800; logs, $700; stock in trade, $5,300 8,000
VARNEY, MAY W. — 34^ a. Noyes land, $500; 280
a. Wing land, $800; 425 a. Rand pasture, $800;
40 a. Clark Pond lot, $100; 30 a. Davis land,
$100; 47 a. Campbell land, $100; 50 a. Farring-
ton land, $100; 50 a. Lampherry land, $100 2,600
VIOLA, JOSEPH M. — Residence and land 2,000
WHITEHOUSE, EVA — 20 a. pasture 100
WEST, GEORGE C. — Morse, Shepard land 300
WEST, GEORGE and MABEL — Cottage, garage
and lot L300
WHEAT, PHYLLIS L. and DOROTHY K.—Vz a., res-
idence and land, $3,500; 6 a. Oilman Hill, $200 3,700
WHEAT and SAWTELI^-Right of way to Canaan
Street Lake 150
WHITNEY, COL. P. M. and BERNICE — 11 a., resi-
dence and land 2,200
WILLIAMS, EVERETT — I^t on Goose Pond 50
WAY, CHARLES H. — Holden Place ISO
WEEDEN, ROY — 2 a., lots on Goose Pond 100
WHEELER, ROBERT — 30 a. wood lot 800
WALBRIDGE, JESSIE — 100 a., James Henderson
farm 1,200
WOODMAN, E. F. — J. D. Carlem Place, $3,600; ad-
jacent land, $400 4,000
WYCKOFF, STERLING C. — 68/2 a., buildgs. & land 7,000
WELCH, ARTHUR D. — 15 a., residence and land 5,700
WELCH, AUSTIN H. — V2 a., residence and land 2,500
WELCH, ELEANOR HUDSON — 5^ a. Currier land 400
WILLIAMS, ELSIE — Und and buildings 1,700
WOLFF, ARTHUR and TONI — 60 a. Ingram pas-
ture. $300: 60' a. Coeland Place, $300 600
WHITTIER, GR.\CE — Camp and lot 60^)
WINTERS, JOHN H. — 2 a., residence and land 2,200
WELD, DANIEL H. — Cottage and land 500
WENDELSTADT, LUCIUS — Shepard power right 1,000
WOODMAN, ARTHUR S. — Residence and land 1,500
WILLIAMS. DAVID S. — Building lot 500
WALKER. FRANCIS L.. BEATON. PHILIP J. and
BAILEY, CLARENCE W. — 25 a. Bert Goss
lot near Clark Pond 200
WOODBURY. LEON and LUCY — 14 a. land on Or-
ange line 100
YULE. HOWARD — Residence and land 2,000
^OUNG, THOMAS EST. — 60 a. land and sugar-bush 600
9
Resident
ABBOTT, CHARLES — 35 a., land and farm buildings,
$800; 1 cow. $100 900
ADAMS, BENJAMIN F. and LOUISE — Land and
cottage, $600: building lot, $50 650
ADAMS, WARREN J. — 125 fowl, $150 150
ADAMS, JOHN QUINCY and JANICE C — Cottage
and land 500
AINSLEY, JAMES — 16 a. land and buildings, $250;
10 a. Sprout land, $50; 20 a. Cross land. $60 360
ANDREW, NEIL D. and BLANCHE — 30 a. land and
cottage, $500; 1 cow $90 590
ALDRICH. GEO. B. and HAZEL P. DEARBURN—
Camp. $100; 14 a. land and cottage, $1,200;
New cottage, $1,100 2,400
ALLEN, ESTELLA M. — 1/4 a. land and buildings 2,200
ANDROVETTE. EDWARD — 10 a. wood lot, $50;
Reporter Press, $2,750; stock in trade, $750;
machinery. $3,000 6,550
ANDROVETTE. LOUISE R. — Sherburne place 2,500
ANTLEY, CHARLES J. and ELAINE E. — 148 a.
Codv Home place 2,500
AUSTIN. ALFRED EST. — 2 a.. Green place 700
AUvSTIN. JOHN Q. — \yl a. Cora Smith land, $200;
camp, $100 300
ASH. A. CUSHING — 122 a. Peter King place LOGO
ALDRICH. FORREST and MARY — 35 a. land and
buildings. $3,500; 6 cows, $690 4,190
BAILEY. ALFRED—4^-^ a. land and buildings. $2,000;
900 fowl. $990 2,990
BAILEY, CARRIE — 1/4 a. land and buildings 700
BAILEY, HARRY M. and MARJORIE — 7 a., Lorden
place. $1,500; 1 horse, $50 L550
BALDWIN. MARIANNE — 10 a.. Martin land. $100;
5 a.. Perry place, $5,000; 11 a., Hutchinson
place. $700; 32 a.. Sharon land, $1,200; 5 a.,
Whitney land, $300- 4 a., Tenney land, $100; 1
a.. Barber land, $200; 5 a.. Wallace land, $25 7,625
BARNEY BROS.—Store, $9,000; stock in trade, $2,600 11,600
BARNEY, CLARENCE E. — 3/4 a. land and buildings 2,200'
BARNEY, MARY EST. — Land and buildings 2.400
BARNEY, EDWARD, A. — 1/3 a. land and buildings 3,000
BARNEY, RALPH — 1/4 a. land and buildings. $2,000;
Durgin place, $1,400; lot, $50 3,450
BARNEY, PAULINE — 100 a. west side Goose pond 300
BARNETT, IRVING — 14 a., Shattuck place 1,200
BARNUM, LEON — Land and buildings, $700; Stick-
ney place, $300 LOGO
10
BEEDE, DONALDA — 100 a. land and buildings,
$1,500; garage, $200; 2 horses, $200; 2 cows, $230 1,930
BENDIXON, ALFRED—225 a., Charles Rameor place
$2,000; Lalonde lot, $100 2.100
BENNETT, MARY A. — Brvant land and buildings 1,000
BLACK, JOHN — 150 a. land and buildings. $800'; 1
horse, $50; 2 cows, $1^0 1,000
BLACK, ELWIN — Land and buildings 50O
PLAIN, YVONNE — 23 a., Wilmot land 75
BLAIN. WILFRED — 12 a., Sweeney lot. $50; 60 a.,
buildings and Weeks land, $1,250; 12 a.. Hoop-
er land, $50; 3 cows, $300 1,650
BLODGETT, CECILE — Land and buildings 5,200
BLANCHARD, KENNETH — 3 cows 330
BATES, WALTER — Flint place, $2,600; diner. $1,200;
stock in trade, $100 3,900
BOGARDUS, STANLEY C. — 300 a. land and build-
ings, $3,500; 20 cows. $2,300; 1 sheep. $10 5.810
BOGARDUS. HARRIETT — Mamie Day house 1,100
BOGARDUS, F. A. EST.—57 a., Aldrich pasture. $200;
50 a.. Richardson pasture. $200 400
EOMHOUER. LOUIS A. and CATHERINE M. — cot-
tage and lot 400
B.RAINERD. NEWTON EST. — Lord place 1,900
BRALEY. ROY S. — 40 a.. Katherine Moore place.
$1,000; 2 cows. $200 1.200
BROWN. HERBERT E. and ^lARY I. — 10 a. land
and l)uildings 2,300
BROWN. WELLINGTON — 2 a., cottage and land 400
BROWN. DONALD — 15 a. pasture. $150; 1 a.. Chase
place. $700 850
BROWN. JOHN — 1'2 a. land and buildings. p,m\ 52 a..
Weeks land. $150; 15 a. Hoyt land. $50; 14 a..
Cora Barnev land. $150; 2 cows. $200 1,350
I^.ROWN. BURTON — 36 a. Morse place 700
BROWN. SCOTT — 37 a.. Stocker land and cottage 400
BROWN, WALTER — Cottage and barn, $200; build-
ing lot $75 275
BROWN. GERTRUDE — House trailer 600
BUCK. HERMAN — 10 a. land and buildings 1,200
BUCKLIN, EDITH — Residence and land 1,500
P.UCKWOLD, FREDERICK — Harold Eastman place 1,500
BURLEIGH. FLORENCE — 2 a. land and buildings 3,500
BURNOR, OLIVER and ELEANOR — Allard place 1,500
BICKNELL. WALTER and ELINDA E. — 1 a., Sun-
set House LO(K)
BRUCE. ROBERT — Land and buildings, $1.KK); 1
horse. $50 1,150
BRAILEY, HAZEL — Land and buildings 3,000
BARROWS, B. G. and R. B. — Gulf Stock in trade 450
CANBY, EDWARD P. — 107 a., Wallace Fogg place 1,800
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CAMPBELL, ALLEN — 5 a. land and buildings L400'
CAMPBELL, LUNA MAY — Allard place 80O
CARLE, ROBERT — 10 a., Louis Rainey place, $1,100;
1 cow, $100: 2 sheep, $10 1,210
CARLSON, ERIC J. and ROSILDA — 8 a., Abbie
Barnev place, $2,300; cottage west side Goose
Pond,'$800; 3 parcels Messenger land, $150 3,250
CARTER, EMMA — Land and cottage 300
CHASE, FRANK W. — V2 a.. Weeks land 50
CHASE. ELLEN (BLATSDELL EST.) — Blaisdell
place 1,200
CHASE. EUGENE F. — 2 a.. McCabe place 200
CHASE, EUGENE and BERNICE — 2 a., residence
and land 2,200
CHANDLER, JOSEPH C. — 7 a., residence, $5,000;
vacant lot. $'0O 5,500
CHAPIN, ELIZABETH D.—60 a., residence and land 1,500
CLARK, HENRY W. EST. — ly. a. land and build-
ings. $1 300; 16 a. woodlot, $75 L375
CLARK. LOTTIE — 1 a. land and buildings 300
CLARKE. FRANK B. — 1'/ a. land and buildings LlOO
CLARKE, FR.\NK K. and ZEPHERYN — Residence
and land 1,700
CLARK. JOHN — '< a. land and cottage, $600; 47 a..
DeVov place. $900; 2 cows. $240 L740
CLARK, THEODORE J. — 15 cows L500
CLARK, HORACE W. — Cottage and lot 400
CLARK, TOSEPH T. — 2 cows 240
CLIFFORD, CHARLES L. — 59 a. land and build-
ings, $1,700; 2 cows, $220; 1 neat stock. $90 2.010
CLUFF, ALBERT — 2 a., cottages and land 600
CLOUGH, FRANK and DOROTHY — Residence and
land LOOO
CLONARIS, STRATIS — 75 a. land and buildings,
$1,900; 3 cows, $240 2,140
COLBURN, HAROLD W. — 21 a. land, and buildings,
$1,600; Part of Baldwin land, $50; 17a., Neily
land. $50; 50 a.. Bull lot. $150; 8 cows, $840; 5
neat stock, $400; stock in trade. $200 3,290
COLBURN, JOHN J. — 17 a. Sprout land, $50; V2 a.
land and buildings, $600; 9 a. woodlot, $50;
Blacksmith shop, $200; store, $100 $1,000'
COLBURN, JOHN G. and RAEZOLA — Cottage and
land 600
COLESWORTHY, WM. F. — ^ a., cottage and land,
$300; Colburn land, $50; James Healy cottage,
$700; cottage and land, $2,500 3,550
COLE, HARRY — 1 a., camp and land, $200; 60 a.,
Quimby farm, $1,000 1,200
COLUMBIA, PERLEY — 1 a., residence and land 1,800
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CONVERSE, RALPH — 100 a., residence and land.
$1,200; 3 cows $350 1,550
CORNO, VICTOR and LOUISE — 3/4 a, Murray lot,
$75; oil tanks, $700; stock in trade, $2,250 3,025
COUTERMARSH, RALPH —22 a., residence and land 1,200
CURRIER, JOHN and HELEN R. — 15 a. land and
buildings 2,900
CURRIER, RUBY I. — V, a., residence and land 1.000
CURRIER. ETTA M. EST. — 80 a., home place. $2.-
500; 20 a. meadow, $500: Pattee land, $500 3,500
CURRIER, HAMMOND—2 horses, $150; 8 cows, $1,120 1,270
CUMMINGS, LEON and MILLIE—50 a.. Avery farm.
$1,500; 30 a.. Call lot, $100: 75 a.. Cole lot, $300 1,900
CURRY. BURTON — Arnold place and garage 1.300
CRYSTAL LAKE WATER CO. — Chlorination plant,
$500; store house. $500; water works, $9,000 10,000
CHAPMAN. DOUGLAS EST.— 83 a., Buckwold farm.
$1,800; 2 horses, $100; 2 cows, $200 2,100
CHAPMAN, NELLIE — Packard lot 25
CHAPMAN. GRANVILLE — Whittier place 1.200
CHAPMAN. RAYMOND — Chris. Richardson place,
$400: 2 horses, $100 500
CHAPMAN, WILLIAM — Cooml)^ place 2,000
CAMBIER, JOHN C. — 6 a., c-mp and lot, barn 500
CLIEEORD. ALBERT and MARGARET — 140 a.,
Nellie Clark place, $2,800: 2 cows. $220, 1 neat
stock. $90 3,110
CARDIGAN CONST. Co. — House lot 500
DANIELS. FRANK—50 a.. Stevens sugar bush, $1,000;
land and buildings, $1,000 $2,000
DAVIS. CLIFTON A. — 2 a. land and buildings 2,600
DAVIS. ALMEDA — 1/8 a., land and buildings 1,000
DAVIS, CLIFTON I.—75 a. farm and buildings. $2.0(X);
2 cows. $200 2.200
DAVIS, OREL — 25 a. Story meadow. $700'; 80 a. Kim-
ball farm. $1,300; 2 oxen. $200'; 1 cow, $40 2.240
DAVENPORT. OLE and FANNIE B. — 8 a. Mill
property 1.800
DAVENPORT. IDA — Und and cottage 300
DAY, HERBERT W. EST. — Lot on Goose Pond 100
DAVIS. ANNA S. — V2 a. land and residence. $1,200;
land on Canaan Street. $200 1,400
DECATO. CHARLES E. — 150 a. Decato farm, $1,500:
2 horses, $150; 3 cows. $320 1,970
DECATO, ARTHUR J — 75 a. land and buildings,
$2,500: 15 a. Lapan meadow, $300; 8 cows $900 3.700
DFXATO. HAROLD and YVONNE—1 a., cottage and
lot. $600; 1 a. West lot, $400; Gould lot, $600 1.600
DECATO, CLARENCE and CHARLES E.—Davis lot 40O
DECATO, CLAUDE J. and MARY — Y, a. land and
buildings 2,500
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DECATO, GLEASON — 1 a. land and buildings 2,000
DORR. LEO — 3/10 a. land and cottage 400
DOWNING, GOLDIE — Land and cottage 300
DOUGLASS, H. P. — Land and buildings 2,000
DOW, JOHN E. Land and buildings 2,000
DOW, JOHN E. and RALPH W. — Potato barn LOOO
DUBL'\, CECIL — 92 a. farm, $800; land and buildings,
$1,600; 1 horse, $30 2,450
DUROCHER. MARY EST. — 35 a. land and buildings 1,200
DUNHAM, HENRY and DELLA—2 a. land and build-
ings, $2,200; 15 a. Cusnman land, $500; 23 a.
Pattee place 2,800
DINERMAN, ISRAEL — 1/8 a. land and buildings 5,000
DUDLEY. VAUGHN and GEORGIANNA — 16 a.




DECATO, ROMEO and GLADYS — 25 a. land and
buildings 800
DEAN, HAROLD and MARGARET — 165 a., Dow
home place 2,800
DERBY, DANA — Land and camp lOO
EASTMAN, ANNIE — 1 a. land and buildings 1,500
EASTMAN, HAROLD A. — 10 a., George Wescott
meadow 150
EGGLESTON, GEORGE L. — Cottage and land 1,000
EGGLESTON, GEORGE and ERLON — Store, gar-
age and lot, $3,500; stock in trade, $2,000 5,500
EARLE, RAYMOND — 5 a. land and buildings 600
EMERSON, SARAH EST. 4 a. land and buildings,
$1,500; camp, $200 1,700
EVANS, ELMER — Land and cottage 300
EVANS, WALTER E.—2K' a., Fred Cole place, $1,800;
65 a., Elmer Wescott farm, $1,000 2,800
EVANS, MORTIMER A. and Alarion — 2j^ a. land
and buildings 900
EMERSON, WESLEY and EVELYN — Land and
buildings 700
FIELD, RAYMOND B.—2 a. land and buildings, $500;
50 a. McAlister lot, $150; 1 cow $110 760
FINNEGAN, JOHN — Land and cafe, $1,500; stock in
trade, $250 1,750
FILFALT, WIOTTO — 100 a. land and buildings 1,000'
FISKE, JOHN F. — 45 a. land and buildings 1,200
FLEETHAM, DANIEL W. — Cobb House, $6,000;
Kingsbury lot, $250 6,250
FLANDERS, OTTO T. — Land and cottage 300
FOLLANSBEE, BERT B. — 4 a.. Field place, $500;
10 a.. Smart woodlot, $100 600
FOLSOM, WILMER — 4 a. land and buildings 900
FOLEY, CORA — Clufif place 1,600
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I'OSTER, HARRY — 7 a. land and buildings, $1,000;
6 a. meadow, $200; 25 a. pasture, $150; camp,
$100; 2 horses, $100; 2 cows, $210; 1 neat stock,
$100 1,860
FOX, CHARLES — 10 a., Columbia land 175
IRAUHAUF, PETER — 1 a. land and buildings 800
GAGNON, HENRY PAUL — Rand place, $5,200; 15 a..
Rice land, $50; 40 a., Murray land, $125; Venus
Doe camp, $400; oil tank, $500; Wilson farm,
$750; Mary Brock house, $1,000; gas station
stock in trade, $400; stock in trade, $2,000 10,425
GALPIN, RALPH W. — 150 a„ Whittier place, $2,200;
25 a. pasture, $250 2,450
GAMBEL, FRANCIS — Land and buildings 1,600
GARDNER, DOROTHY — 3 a, Follansbee Est. 2,100
GARDNER, FLORENCE E. — Field place 2,000
GATES, NETTIE — 40 a., Hinkson place 1,000
GEORGE, RENA — 4 a. land and buildings 1,000
GEPHARDT, JACOB — 2 a. land and buildings, $950;
50 a. 1/8 John Moore farm, $400 1,350
GILLENS, MYRON — 35 a. land and buildings, $1,000;
30 a., Shaker meadow, $125; 23 a., sprout land,
$50; 1 horse, $50 1,225
GILLENS, SHERMAN — 1 horse, $50; 2 cows, $150;
1 sheep $10 210
GIGUERE, ISRAEL EST. — 1 a. land and buildings 1,400
GINN, JOHN W. — 140 a. land and buildings, $2,800;
5 a. meadow, $350; 80 a.. Berry farm, $1,500; 13
cows, $1,500 6,150
GOBAR, MARTHA — V, a. land and buildings 1,600
GORDON, VAUGHN EST. — Vi a. land and buildings,
$2,400; Allen pasture, $400; 18 a.. Height cot-
tage, $400; stock in trade, $300 3,500
GOSS, BERNIS B. — Land and buildings, $1,500; 70 a.,
Jameson land, $250; 15 a., Lucia lot, $500 2,250
GOSS, BERNIS B. and WILLIS, HOWARD and LIL-
LA — Meadow lOO
GOSS, WESLEY EST. — Camp, $100; 2 a. land and
buildings, $1,000 1,100
GOSS, SHERMAN — Land and buildings 400
GOSS, EARL — 8 a. land and buildings 400
GODDARD, BRUCE — 1 a. land and buildings, $600;
1 cow $120 720
GOULD, HENRY B. and ROXIE — V2 a. land and
buildings,, $2,000; lot, $100; stock in trade, $300 2,400
GOULD, HENRY B. and WESCOTT, CLYDE — 10
a., Cary Smith meadow 250
GRAY, ROBERT — 47 a., Pinnacle House, $4,000; 2 a.
land $200; King Store and land, $2,700 6,900
GRACE, ELWIN — Land and cottage 200
GRACE, GEORGE — Land and buildings 500
IS
GRACE. LOTTIE — Land and bnildings 300
GRACE, HOWARD ^ \ a., camp on Turnpike 20C'
GRACE, ELMER — 1 a. land and cottage SCO
GRAHAM, JOSEPH L. — 131 a. land and buildings,
$L80O; 2 cows, $100 1,900
GREENE, LEON E. — K' a. land and buildings, $500;
Z a., Lathrop and Jones, land, $100 600
GRAHAM, GLADYS — 100 hens 110
GREENWOOD, OSCAR — Land and cottage 300
GRIFEIN, JOHN A. — 1/8 a. land and buildings 1,800
GRACIE, RUSSELL H. — Land and buildings 1,000
GOULD, JAMES B. — 20O a.. Gates farm .LOtX)
GOWING, CECIL — 3 6/10 a., house lot 100
GORZETTE, VICTOR and ANITA — 2 a., Emery
Ayers place 1,700
HADLEY, HAMLIN EST. — v, a.. Packard place 1,100
HADLEY, HOWARD E. — 67 a., Lowell farm, $1,200;
1 cow, $75 1,275
HAWKSLEY, GUY S.—6K' a.. Cole lower place, $800;
potato house. $500 1,300
HASKINS, GUY C. EST. — Lary place 1,800
HASKINS, ELI SAM — Land and cottage 600
HALL. VERNON and CYNTHIA — 40 a. land and
buildings, $1,200; 2 cows, $200 1,400
HAMMOND, RAYMOND — 50 a., Carl Gilman land,
$400; 1/4 a. land and cottage, $350; 2 horses,
$150; 2 cows, $180 1,080
HARRIGAN, JOHN — Land and cottage, $500; 150 a.,
Bullis farm, $250; pasture and field, $250 1,000
HAZEN, ROY — 10 a.. land and buildings, $700; 1 cow,
$100 800
HAZEN, WILLIAM and MARION — Land and build-
ings 700
HERTZ, ALERED C. and RUTH — Kenyon farm.
$2,700; 2 horses, $200; 9 cows, $900 3,800
HICKS, ELMER — Yi a. land and buildings 1,800
HICKS, RUTH — Land and buildings 2,500
HAZELTON, MAITDE — 340 a. land and buildings,
$3,000; 20 a.. Smith place, $100; 50 a., Brias
land, $700; 50 a.. Cole land, $200; 50 a., Aldrich
land, $300; 40 a.. Park Clark land, $400; 30 a.,
Currier land, $5CX); 12 a.. Church place. $1,500;
50 a.. Nelson land, $150; 10 a., Morgan land, $30 6,880
HENNIKE. OTTO — 50 a. land and buildings, $800;
1 ox, $140; 1 cow, $90. Stock in trade, $100 1.130
HILL, RALPH — >^ a. land and buildings, $1,500; ><
a., Ed. Hill home place, $1,300; K Walter Hill
home place, $1,000 3,800
HILL, CARL — 1 a., land and buildings 1,600
HILL, NAPOLEON EST. — 4 a. land and buildings 2,500
HILL, JOSEPH and PHYLLIS — Land and cafe,
$1,500; stock in trade, $250 1,750
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MINES, NEIL — 60 a. land and buildings 1,600
HINES, ROGER — Land and buildings 300
HINMAN, HAROLD P. — 5 a. land and buildings 4,700
HORNBLOWER. WILLIAM and JENNY — 100 a.
land and buildings 1,800
HOWE, RALPH — 3a. land and buildings, $1,200; 25
a. sprout land, $1(X) 1,300
HUTCHINSON, FRED R. — 50 a.. Pinnacle lot, $250;
80 a. field, $600; 8 a. land back of pond, $50 900
HOLLENBECK, A. E. — Cole field, $500; land and
buildings, $1,300; 60 a., Brias lot, $500; Brad-
bury lot, $8(X) ; 2i a., Bean land, $150; stock in
trade, $50; machinery, $150; 1 cow, $115; 2 neat
stock, $180 3,745
HOLLENBECK, CHARLES and MILDRED — >/> a.
land and cottage 200
HALL, EVERETT and PEARL — 80 a., Milo Knight
farm, $1,200; 50 a., Norcross property, $100;
1 horse, $60; 1 cow, $125 1,485
HALL, GORDON — Land and cottage 600
HUGHES, JOSEPH — 7 a. land and buildings, $1,000;
15 a. pasture, $150; lot and cottage, $750; 57 a.
Clark pasture, $300 2,200
INDIAN RIVER GRANGE — Grange Hall 2,200
IRETON, EDWARD — Camp 100
JAMESON, WILBUR — IV2 a. land and buildings,
$1,600; 52 a. pasture, $250; blacksmith shop,
$500 2,350
JEWELL, HERMAN — 314 a. land and buildings,
$1,800; 1 horse, $50; 10 cows, $1,100 2,950
JONES. FRED G. — Land and cottage 200
JONES, FRED W. — >^ a. land and buildings 3,500
JONES, HAROLD — 128 a. land and buildings, $2,000;
28 a. woodlot, $100; 9 cows, $1,100; 1 neat
stock, $80 3,280
JONES, ERNEST B. — Land and buildings, $2,500; 1
horse, $50 2,550
JONES, WINNIE R. — Tea Room, $1,200; Smith lot,
$100 1,300
JEWETT, HARRY W.—3 a. land and buildings, $300;
25 a., Whitney land, $100 400
JOHNSON, LESLIE — 135 a., Neily farm 800
JOHNSON, ERNEST H. — Land and buildings 750
JOHNSON, JOHN — 30 a. house lot 200
JOHNSON, DOUGLAS — Land and buildings 1,200
JENNA, ROLAND — Cottage 300
KAPPLES, JOHN — 125 a., Apple Blossom farm, $5,-
300; 175 a., Hinkley farm, $1,100; VA a. lot on
Canaan St., $800; 10 a., Barney meadow, $600;
14 a., E. Smith meadow, $500 ; new shed and
garage, $2,000; 12 cows, $1,780; 1 neat stock,
$100; stock in trade, $300 12,480
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KENYON, GRACE L. — 120 a. land and buildings, $1,-
000; 1 cow, $90 1.090
KILTON, LEO — 65 a., Prescott farm 1,300
KILTON. RAYMOND — V2 a. land and cottage 300
KILTON, JAMES — 1 cow, $110; 1 neat stock, $100 210
KILTON, ROGER — 2i a. land and buildings, $800;
1 cow, $90 890
KIRKPATRICK, EDGAR — 3 a. land and buildings 2,800
KING, A. A. — Land and buildings 1,500
KING, DOREMUS — 175 a. land and buildings 1,200
KING, LOUIS and MARY — Land and buildings 1,000
KINGSBURY, DONALD — 9 a. land and buildings 4,500
KIMBALL, ROBERT — Camp 250
KIMBALL, MYRTLE — Lot and camp 250
LALONDE, VILLA EST. — 5 a. land and buildings 2,500
LARAMIE, LILLIAN—Rice place, $700; 1 a. land and
buildings, $1,600 2,300
LACKEY, REGINALD — No. Canaan schoolhouse 500
LA BOMBARD, FRED — 5 a. land and buildings,
$5,500; land and store, $7,500; stock in trade,
$2,000 15,000
LARY, ASA C. — 150 a., J. C. Lary Est., $450; 15 a.,
Sargent meadow, $305 ; 60 a., E. Smith heirs,
$500; 160 a., St. Jean farm, $650; 17 a., Du-
puis land, $50; 10 a., King meadow, $500; barn
and Hall meadow, $250; 7 a., Bogardus mead-
ow. $400; 40 a., Atwell land, $125; 45 a., Woos-
ter pasture, $200-; 10 a., R. Hill meadow, $500;
Derochur woodlot, $300; 20O a.. Hill and Tobey
land, $600; 2 horses, $100; sawmill, $2,000; wood
and lumber, $1,600; stock in trade, $4,000 12,530
LARY, ANNIE — 3 a. land and buildings 1,100
LARY, SIDNEY and HARRIET L.—Land and build-
ings 1,500
LARY, GORDON and SHIRLEY—Land and buildings 800
LARY, EDWARD — 155 a., Nashua lot, $500; land
and cottage, $400 900
l.ASHUA, FRANK — 50 a., Lashua place, $250; 30 a.
land and buildings, $600 850
LASHUA, EBEN — Land and buildings 600
LASHUA, ALBERT — 3 Horses, $300'; 2 cows, $200 500
LORDEN, WILLIAM EST.—5 a., land and buildings 800
LORDEN, EUGENE F. — House lot, $50; land and
buildings, $2,000; 15 a. pasture. $200; 25 a., Welch
place, $300; new garage, $1,000 3,550
LOVERING, WILBUR — 95 a. land and buildings,
$1,750; 15 a., McCabe land, $100; 25 a., But-
man land, $250; part of Hammel place, $500;
35 a., Kimball land. $300; 4 cows, $340; 5 neat
stock, $400 3,640
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LATHROP. CHAS. EST. — 70 a., land and buildings,
$2,300; 30 a., Burnham land, $200; 10 a. mead-
ow, $175; 96 a., Smith and Robie land, $250; 6
a., Fales land, $150; 12 a. meadow, $50 3,125
LOUNSBURY, FRANK, — 150 a. land and buildinRs,
$1,800; 2 horses, $100; 9 cows, $1,000 2,900
LORD, SELDON — Land and buildings 2,000
LEONARD, MARION — Land and buildings 1,700
LESTER, CHAS. and RUTH — '4 a. land and build-
ings, Vz interest 800
LLNTHWAITE, PERC^' and GEORGE — 249 a. land
and buildings. $4,000; 14 cows, $1,750 5,750
LIBERTY, ROBERT and LUCILE—Land and house
trailer 1,200
LEHMAN, PAULINE — 4 a. land and buildings 500
LONG, ALICE — 300 a. farm and buildings, $4,500;
20^ a., Goss and Bull land, $30; 76 a., Puffer
land, $250; 60 a., Campbell land, $200; 120 a.
pasture on Turnpike. $360; 50 a. pasture in
front of Talberts. $300 5.660
MARSHALL, MAUDE — Und and buildings, $1,200;
15 a., District 9, $200; 75 a., Har\'ey lot, $150;
20 a., Dike farm, $50; 75 a. lot back of Frank
Lashua, $300; 20 a., Annie Stevens lot, $100;
Dike lot, $50; 20 a.. Lyman Dilse lot, $50 2,100
MARSHALL, VVOOLSEY — 68 a. land and buildings 2,500
MARTIN, FRANK — 50 a., land and buildings, $3,000;
1 cow, $100 3.100
MASCOMA VALLEY LUMBER CO. — 150 a.. Stone
lot and Gambel lot, $450; office building, $200
mill and land, $2,500; 123 a., Copland lot, $370
Lathrop lot, %ll; 85 a., Ned Wells lot. $250
stock in trade, $20,255 24,050
MASON, LEON and CLARA — Land and buildings,
$1,700; 8 cows, $880 2,580
MASCOMA FAIR ASSOCIATION — Fair grounds 2,000
MAYNARD, LESLIE and VERNA — 39 a. land and
buildings, 1,700; 40 a., Newman pasture, $100;
2 horses, $200; 13cows, $1,600; 1 neat stock, $60 3,660
MAXWELL, ARTHUR — 3/4 a. land and cottage 500
MAY, FRANK — Camp 100
McALISTER, GORDON — Land and buildings 1,200
McALISTER, DONALD — Land and buildings 1,800
McCULLOUGH, FRANK — 1 a. land and buildings,
$1,400; Welch land, $50 1,450
Mclaughlin, HAZEN and MABEL — K' a. land
and buildings 1,700
MITCHELL, EVERETT and HELEN — Land and
buildings, $2,000; Root property, $200 2,200
MILLER, PRESTON — Yi a. land and buildings 3,000
McKEE, ETHEL EST. — 1 a., Sawtelle place. $3,800;
120 a., A. B. Howe farm, $2,000 5,800
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MOORE, GEORGE — 150 a. land and buildings, $3,-
700; cottage, $500; 1 cow, $90 4,290
MOORE, BRENDON — 10 a. land and barn on Locke-
haven road, $200; small mill, $250 450
MOORE, WALTER — 20 a. land South Road, $200; 20
a. land and farm, $1,100; 20 a. land on South
Road. $200; 2 horses, $200; 1 cow $130 1,830
MOONEY. BURNS — 1/4 a. land and buildings 1,800
MOONEY, CHESTER EST. — Lot on Goose Pond 100
MONROE, SIDNEY — ^4 a. land and buildings 1,100
MONROE, ALICE — 5^ a. land and cottage 500
MORGAN, DAISY — Land and buildings, $1,200; lot
on River Road, $200 1,400
MORIN. GEORGE — Cottage at Goose Pond 60O
MORSE, FRANK — 1 horse 50
MORSE. MARGARET — 105 a., Aldrich farm 2,000
MORRISON. HAZEL — 40 a., Jones land, $200; 100
a.. Ralph Dodge farm, $600 800
MORRISON, LELAND and HAZEL — Rexall Drug
Store. $4,300; stock in trade. $4,400 8,700
MONTMINNY. HOMER — V2 a.. Murray lot 50
MUNN, HARRY — 50 a. land and buildings, $1,500; 1
a.. Doten land. $100; 3 neat stock. $300 1,900
MURRAY, CARL — 50 a. woodlot 400
MURRAY, GEORGE EST. — V2 a., Claude Murray
place, $4,600; ^ a., Carl Murray place, $4,200;
20 a., Rand meadow. $1,000; lot on Mill St.,
$25; 40 a., Adams land. $40 9,865
MURPHY. JOHN — Land and buildings 2,800
MANN, HARRY, and ARLINE — Land and buildings 3,500
McCOUBRY. GEO. and MARGARET — 100 a., Dou-
ville place 2,000
NEILY. ROGER and ALICE — 1/4 a.. Cottage at
Goose Pond, $1,000; J. J. Harrigan land, $175 1,175
NEILY, ALFRED — 2 a. land and buildings, $600; 15
a., Hadley place, $100; 1 coav, $100 800
NEILY, HARLAND — 3 a. land and buildings. $400-;
2 cows. $220; 1 neat stock, $90 710
NEILY. BLANCHE — 16 a.. Butman land 200
NEILY, WESLEY — 1 a., cottage and garage 500
NEILY, WILLIAM and DORIS—Land and buildings 900
NEILY, WARD EST. — Lot and cottage 300
NEILY, AUGUST — 64 a. land and buildings 1,000
NEILY, ALFRED D. JR. — 1 a. land and buildings 2,000
NEILY, NORMAN — 60 a.. Chapman woodlot 75
NEILY, VIOLA — Lot and cottage 50O
NYHUS, KARL — Land and buildings. $5,500; lot on
lake. $900' 6,400
OSBORN, FRED — 5 a., camp 100
OSBORN. WILLIAM — Lot and cottage 300
O'CONNOR, EDWARD—Variety store, stock in trade 1,000
OLDS, EFFIE W. — Land and buildings 1,200
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PARKER, HERBERT—Cottage on Goose Pond Rd.,
$350; Chapman land, $150 500
PEACOCK, WALTER W. — 5 a., Lathrop land, $100;
20 a. land and buildings, $1,100; 50 a., Kinnie
pasture, $-100; 2 horses, $200 1,800
PEASLEE. BERTON EST. — 2 a., Hadley land 50
PEASLEE, JENNIE — 5 a. land and cottage 600
PEIGHTELL, LILLIAN — 2 a., Smart land 30b
PERREAULT, JAMES EST.—>4 a. land and buildings 2,000
PIERCE, AIYRL — Land and buildings, $2,800; 1
horse, $50; 11 cows, $1,350 4,200
PIERCE, EDWARD — 125 a. land and buildings, $1,-
800; 21 a. pasture, $100; 2 cows, $200 2,100
PIERCE, FREEMAN — House trailer, $600; 8 cows,
$960; 2 goats, $10 1,570
PIERCE, MARTIN — 150 a. land and buildings, $2,-
200; 2 horses, $100; 12 cows. $1,350; 2 neat
stock, $160 3,810
PIKE, SHERMAN EST. — 1/8 a. land and buildings 1,100
PRESCOTT, GERTRUDE — V2 int. Dustin place 80O
PERKINS, RALPH — Land and cottage $L400
PROVENCAL, DELORE and IRENE — Cottage on
Switch Road 600
POTTER, DOROTHY — 50 a., Clark place 1,800
QUINCY, RUTH — ?/ a.. Filling Station 2,800
RAINEY. HENRY L. — Land and house trailer, $1,-
500; garage, $50 1,550
RAM FOR, HAROLD — New house 1,000
RAM FOR, LEANDER — 360 a. land and buildings,
$2,300; 1 horse. $50; 7 cows. $850 3,200
KAM FOR, CORDELIA EST. — 1/8 a. land and and
buildings, $3,800; lot from Murray pasture. $75 3,875
REMICK, FLOYD — Lot and cottage 150
SABIN, CHARLES — 50 a. land and buildings. $700;
50 a.. Sharkev land, $300 1,000
SANBORN. ERNEST — 131 a. land and buildings. $2.-
400; 100 a.. Milone land. $6G0; 9 cows, $1,025 4,025
SANBORN, ROBERT — Land and buildings 1,200
SEARS, JOSEPH — Land and cottage 400
SCHNELL. RALPH and EDITH — 25 a. land and
buildings 1,400
SCALES, RUFL — 4 a. land and buildings, $1,400; 1
cow, $100 1,500
SHEPARD, WILLIAM — 20 a.. Hall pasture. $125; 6
a. land and buildings. $1,000; 23 a. lumber lot,
$100; 2 horses, $300 1,525
SHUTTLEWORTH, HAROLD— 120 a. land and build-
ings, $2,"0O; 3 cows, $375 2,87b
SHUTTLEWORTH, ELMER—ICO a. land and build-
ings 1,400
SMITH, CHARLES EST. — 30 a. land and buildings,
$1,700; 125 a.. Currier land, $400 2.100
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SMITH, BURTON N. — 130 a. land and buildings,
$2,700; 10 a. meadow, $200; 4 a., Breck land,
$100; 2 horses, $100; 10 cows, $1,260; 5 neat
stock, $510 4,870
SMITH, ROSCOE EST. — 170 a. land and buildings,
$2,200; hen house, $100 2,301.
SMITH, LUCY — Land and buildings 1,000
SMITH, SYDNEY — 1 a. land and buildings 1,800
SMITH, ALICE — 4 a., land and buildings 600
SOUSA, WILFRED — 1 a. land and buildings 700
STARK, ROBERT EST. — 2^4 a. land and buildings 500
STARK, CLAYTON — Cottage 200
STARK, WALTER—63^ a. meadow, $2CX); 30 a.. Pack-
ard land, $200; 37 a. land and buildings, $1,650;
10 a., Decato meadow, $300; 30 a., Dezell land,
$400; 16 a. west bank Mascoma River, $200;
80 a., Campbell lot, $150; 2 horses, $200; 14
cows, $1,650; road machinery, $1,000 5,550
STARK, RENIE — 135 a., Whitney land 30O
STARK, DONALD — 50 a.. Mooney land and build-
ings 1,500
STEVENS, LESTER — 10 a. land and buildings, $600;
1 cow. $110; 1 neat stock, $80 790
STEVENS, ALBERT — Land and buildings 1,200
eOUTHER, ERNEST — Land and buildings 1,500
STICKNEY, CLINTON — Land and buildings, $2,300;
Sticknev lot, $250; lot, $50 2,600
SUMMIT LODGE — Masonic Hall 4,500
SWEATT, JESSE E. — 237 a. land and buildings, $2,-
200; 23 a., Murray meadow, $200 2,400
SMITH, AGNES — U4 a. land and cottage 500
SPITTAL, ALBERT — Land and buildings, $3,200;
stock in trade, $2,500 5,700
STOODLEY, GEORGE—Land, buildings and 5 camps.
$3,000; stock in trade, $100 3,100
SAINSBURY, SYLVESTER — 125 a. land and build-
ings 1,500
SURRETTE, THEODORE and MRS. — Land and
buildings 60O
STILL, GORDON B. — Canaan Inn 9,000
SHEDD, MARSHALL P. — Land and cottage 500
SMITH, DON and STELLA — Und and buildings 2,500
SCHNEIDER, PETER — 235 a. land and buildings,
$1,900; 1 cow, $150 2,050
STONE, DENIS and CHARLES—Lot on Goose Pond 150
SULLIVAN, GEORGE — ^ a. land and buildings 2,000
RAMEOR, GEORGE — Birch Corner school house 70O
RAMEOR, OTIS J.—80 a. farm and buildings, $1,500;
2 horses. $200; 7 cows, $875; 2 neat stock, $185 2,760
RANCORE, LEVI — lOO a. land and buildings, $1,200;
85 a., Hadley place, $500; 2 horses. $100; 15
cows, $1,650 3,450
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RAYNOR, SUSAN — Land and buildings 700
RICARD, ROBERT E. — 100 a. land and buildings,
$2,500; 2 horses, $100; 15 cows, $1,725; 1 goat,
$10 4,335
RICARD, JAMES and DOROTHY — 61 a. woodlot,
$200; 3 a. land and buildings, $3,000; 1/8 a.,
cottage, $900; 12 a., Sharkey land, $50; 15 a.
land on Turnpike, $50; 40 a.. Preston land, $120 4,320
ROBBINS, ERANK A. — 1 3/4 a. land and cottage 1,000
ROB BINS, FRANK JR. — Land and cottage 550
ROBBINS, JOHN D. — 62 a. land and cottage, $250;
27 a., Sargent Bean land. $135; 1 cow, $100 4S5
ROBERTS, JOHN — Land and buildings, $1,800; 2 a.,
Sherburn land, $200 2,000
ROBERTS, ANNIE EST. — 2 a., Fellows place 700
REMACLE, ROGER and MARY A. — Land and cot-
tage, $3,000; unfinished garage. $200; 3,200
ROGERS, ALBERTO H. — 2 a. land and buildings,
$3,200: 2:1 a., Martin land. $75; 17 a.. Weeks
land, $"^5; 2 a.. Blood Mills lot, $75; 45 a., Lord
place, $250; 15 a. land. $100; 1 horse, $150 3,925
RING. HENRY — 20 a. land and buildings 1,500
RIPLEY, BLUNT — 128 a. land and l)uildings 2,600
REEDE, HAZEL — Lot and cottage 200
REAGAN, HOWARD — 1 horse. $50; 2 cows. $200 250
TAPLIN. JOHN and HARRIETT — Land and build-
ings. $4,200: 1/4 a.. Post office lot, $200 4,400
TAPLIN. JOHN — 14 a. woodlot 50
TAYLOR, VIOLA — Land and buildings 1.600
THOMPSON. EARL and JOHN—10 a. land and build-
ings 2,000
TALBERT, PAUL and ROSWELL — 82 a. land and
buildings, $1,200; Moonev land $100: 17 coavs.
$2,040: 1 neat stock, $100 3,440
THERREAULT, LAWRENCE— 1 a. land and cottage 300
THOMPSON, MARION — School house 600
THOMPSON. HARRIET — V> a. land and buildings 750
THEREAULT, JOSEPH — 135 a. land and buildings,
1,200; 2 horses, $200 1,400
THIBADEAU. NAPOLEON — 2 a. lot and camp 350
THIBADEAU, EDWARD — Land and buildings 1,800
THORPE, SAMUEL and RUTH — 75 a. land and
unfinished camp. 500
TOBIN, WILLIAM EST. — U>t and camp 800
TUCKER, LEON — 17 a., Goodhue land, $100; 15 a.
land and buildings, $1,000; 3 neat stock, $240 1,340
TUCKER, PAUL and ZILLA — Lot and cottage 900
TUCKER, WILLIAM — 2 camps. $400; 25 a.. Monell
place, $1,100; 1 cow, $90 1,590
TIBBETS, HAROLD — Lot and cottage, $500; 10 a.,
Hall meadow, $150; new garage, $250 900
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WALLACE, J. B. EST. — 4 a., building lot, $800; 12 a.,
Dustin and Simonds land, $100 900
WATSON, HERBERT EST. — 38 a. land and buildings 800
WATSON, ESTHER — 3/4 a. land and buildings,
$2,250; 1/8 a. lot and garage, $500 2,750
WILLIS, HOWARD — 10 a., Brias cottage, $500; 4 a.,
Nelson place, $100; 1 a., Bogardus land 700
WING, ELIZABETH EST. — ZVi a. land and build-
ings 5,000
WITHINGTON, JULIA — V2 a. land and buildings,
$1,300; meadow, $50 1,350
WITHINGTON, WILLIAM and ELIZABETH — 2^
a. land and buildings 1,400
WITHINGTON, BERTHA — 1 a. land and cottage 50('
WOLFSOHN, CARL — 60 a. land and buildings 1,200
WOLFSOHN, MAURICE — Land and cottage 500
WOLFSOHN, ALTON— 2 1/4 a. land and buildings 1,500
WOODARD, EDGAR and ETHELYN — 1/4 a. land
and buildings 1,900
WOODWARD, PERCY — 60 a. land and buildings,
$2,200; 150 a.. Dupuis pasture, $900; 40 a., Dan-
iels land, $400; 1 horse, $50; 25 cows, $3,125 6,675
WOODWARD, FLORA — 2 a. land and buildings 1,800
WOODWARD, FRED — 1 a. land and buildings, $1,-
400; Rand garage, $400 1,800
WEIR, WILLIAM — 2 a. land and buildings, $1,800;
15 a. land, $100 1,900
WILLEY, GEORGE EST. — Clyde Sawtelle place 150
WARREN, EMMA — Bianci lot 250
WEIRUM, HOWARD EST. — 3 a. land and build-
ings, $4,000; lYi a. land and building on Crystal
Lake, $500 4,500
WILSON, ARTHUR and MARGARET — 2 a. land
and buildings 1,300
WENDELL, ROBERT and OLIVE—Land and build-
ings 1,800
WELD, DONALD and MILDRED — 22 a. land and
buildings 2,600
WALLIS, LOUIS — Gore property 3,000
WEBSTER, ALICE — 3 a. land and buildings 1,000
WEBSTER, NETTIE — 20O a. land, buildings and
gravel pit, $5,700; 2 horses, $150; 11 cows, $2,-
050; 3 neat stock, $270; Richardson land, $200 8,370
WEBSTER, LESTER K. — 100 a. Morse land 50O
WEBSTER, WILLIS D. — 56 a. Doten land, $200;
125 a. land and buildings. $4,500; 35 a.. Switch
meadow, $200; 23 cows, $2,800; 1 neat stock,
$75 ; wood and lumber, $450 8,225
WEBSTER, MYRL H. — Garage, $4,400; stock in
trade, $2,000; 190 a. Negro lot, $500 6,900
WEBSTER, IDA B. — Land and buildings 1,400
WEBSTER, MARY — 4 a. land at Goose Pond 300
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WEBSTER, LYNN — Horse stable, $500; 4 horses,
$600; $1,100
WEBSTER, MYRL, LYNN and HARRY — Smith &
TapHn Block, $13,500; 250 a.. Smith farm, $2,-
4O0 15,900
WEBSTER, H. L. & SONS — 323 a. farm and mead-
ow, $5,GO0; Store at W. Canaan, $5,000; Fra-
zier place, $600; Store at Canaan, $9,000; Pol-
lard house, $200; 50 a., Blain land, $200; black-
smith shop, $300; 5 a.. Big Rock track, $50;
cottage and land, $600; creamery,, $500; 5 cows,
$550; stock in trade, $14,000 36,000
WESCOTT, CLYDE and MAUDE—Part of Ed Pierce
meadow, $100; 2 cows, $240 340
WESCOTT, EULALA EST. V/z a. land and buildings 1,000
WESCOTT, GEO. EST. — K- a. land and buildings 700
WENTWORTH, WILLARD — Land and buildings 2,000
WHITE, IRVING — Land and buildings 2,000
WHITNEY, JAMES — 30 a., Whitney land, $160; Val
Clough land, $250; 2 a., Bert Austin land, $25;
1 cow, $100 525
WHITNEY, LETTIE — 6 a. land and buildings, $900;
2 a., Joe Fogg land, $180 1,080
WILDER, ETTA — 3/4 a land and buildings 1,400
WILLIAMS, WALTER — 5 a. land and buildings on
Switch Road. $1,300; 1 cow, $115 1,415
Report of the School District
District Officers
FRANK B. CLARKE, Moderator
HERBERT E. BROWN, Treasurer
FRANK B. CLARKE, Auditor
TRUMAN J. CLARK, Auditor
THERESA J. FLEETHAM, Clerk
School Board
FRANK K. CLARKE Term expires 1953
JOSEPH C. CHANDLER Term expires 1952






MRS. PHYLLIS ROBERTSON, R.N.
Report of School Treasurer
Summary:





Income from Trust Funds 25.00
Received from State Treasurer,
State Aid 1,600.84
Money loaned to Town 5,000.00
Received from all other sources 9,173.68
Total amount available $59,695.23
Less School Board orders paid 58,913.94




Edward A. Barney, ser\'ice^ for sell-
ing North school 9.10
Fred L. Tower Go's., N. H. Regi ;ter 8.00
Frank K. Clarke, expenses 50.30
Frank B. Clarke, legal advice 30.00
N. H. State School Boards Asso., dues 15.00
J. L. Hammett Co., diplomas and
supplies 19.97
Ida Gammons, tuning piano 12.00
Carolyn H. Mower, rent 25.00
Herbert E. Brown, postage, station-
ery and refund 98.99
David Pierce Studio, photos 6.00
Bristol Enterprises, supplies 4.00
Eastman Bros. Garage, gasoline for
student trip 5.13
Joseph Chandler, expenses 12.00























Teachers' Retirement Board 388.00
Collector of Internal Revenue 832.80
$10,975.00
Teachers' Salaries — Elementary
Kathryn Carlson $2,300.00












































Text Books - High
Scholars' Supplies — High School
Edward E. Babb Co. $ 86.23
William Sloane Associates 6.20
Educators Testing Service .50
Lebanon Radio Shop 1.75
South-Western Publishing Co. 8.23
Seven States Gas Service 19.27
Beckley-Cardy Co. 17.96
Ginn & Co. ' 1.80
Bristol School District 33.41
Scientific Research Associates 28.72
Litde Brown & Co. 3.72
J. B. Lippincott Co. 2.19
Foreign Policy Association 1.19
Educators Progress Service 21.28
Western Auto Associates Store 8.74
D. C. Heath & Co. 10.25
Beaudette & Co. 10.97
H. W. Wilson Co. 4.00
Simon & Schuster, Inc. 3.12
Scott, Foresman & Co. 13.93
$ 283.46
Scholars' Supplies — Elementary
J. L. Hammett Co. $17i.29
Edward E. Babb Co. 30.76
A. J. Nystrom & Co. 67.86
California Testing Bureau 1.99
Webster Publishing Co. 9.90
White River Paper Co. 11.70
MacCormick-Mathers Pub. Co. 48.91
Row, Peterson & Co. 14.80
Houghton Mifflin Co. 49.33
Beckley-Cardy Co. 17.96
Cascade Paper Co. 669.08
Bristol School District 23.77
Funk & Wagnalls Co. .83
Allyn & Bacon 2.78
Scott, Foresman & Co. 65.79
The MacMillan Co. 63.29
Columbia University Press




Rexall Stores, Enfield 7.38
A. H. Rogers 24.72
Cascade Paper Co., desks 180.00
Edward E. Babb Co.. desks 480.00
$1,017.89
Health Supervision — High School
Snperx isorv Union No. 4, Nurses salar\' 249.00
Health Supervision — Elementary
Snper\ isory Union No. 4, Nurse's salary 400.00






Tuition — High School
Enfield School District 150.00
Tuition — Elementary
Enfield School District 150.00
Other Special Activities — Higli School
Cardigan Sport Store $ 67.50
Texaco Filling Station 46.81
$ 114.31
Other Special Activities — Elementary
School Lunch, Kathryn Carlson, Treasurer 7,054.99
Per Capita Tax







Close Dec. 19 Open Sept. 4
Close Feb. 15 Open Jan. 2
Close Apr. 25 Open Feb. 25
Close on completion of 180 days Open May 5
Days out: No\'. 22, 23; May 30. Single session (12:45) on
Nov. 21, Dec. 19.
Total number of days required by State Board is 180
including 3 for institutes and conventions and up to 5 for
workshops.
Pupils may enter the first grade provided they are 6 be-
fore Jan. 1.
Vaccination is required by state law unless child has
written excuse from doctor.
SUPERINTENDENT'S REPORT
The month of November marked the close of five
years of working together in Supervisory Union No. 4
under a new superintendent and it is a source of satis-
faction to look back and count the achievements which
have been made possible through the cooperation oi
teachers, school board members, taxpayers, the State
Board of Education, and the pupils themselves. All
rooms have been painted, many have new lights, nine
buildings have been painted outside, seven roofs redone,
new heating installed in several buildings, improved
playground equipment in at least two instances, and last
but not least are tv/o new buildings underway. These
are all material achievements. To improve much on
these matters will involve very expensive spending, and
with future uncertainties it is well these things have
been done. Non-material accomplishments have con-
sisted in three teacher workshops, regrading of schools,
extensive summer school attendance by the teachers,
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and the maintenance of a very competent teaching staff
in spite of differences in ages, training, experience, and
the lowest salaries in the state. How much longer this
can be done is pure guess-work.
Our educational offerings in most towns are very
limited and kept to the bare essentials. Only two towns
offer music supervision, one offers hand- writing super-
vision, none has art supervision, remedial reading, or
physical education. High school offerings are almost
eciually limited but Bristol's will be quite modern on
completion of the new school and proper staffing of the
same. "S'et the lake region section of Union No. 4 is,
by any objective standard, one of the richest in the state
and for this basic reason will never receive much, if any,
state aid as long as a formula is based solely on need.
Solutions to our educational needs are not easy, and
are expensive. Present state aid formulas are totally in-
adequate as to amount. A million dollars this year
will probably not cover the new inflationary trend. The
net result of this, both as to better educational oppor-
tunities for our children and for tax relief, will be close
to zero. The basic purpose of any sound state aid pro-
gram is to improve educational opportunities and not
absorb inflationary trends over which we have abso-
lutely no control.
The peoj^le of Canaan deserve a world of praise for
voting the money for a new elementary school in face oT
their tax rate due in part to the loss of state funds. As
this is being written we hope that materials and labor
will be available to complete this building for fall open-
ing but with uncertainties prevailing at this time no
one dares to do anything but hope. This building will
permit a single grade per teacher except for one or two
instances of exceedingly large classes. It is generally
agreed in educational circles that 25 pupils in the first
and second grade is big enough. Such is the nature of
first grade work that much individual attention of one
kind or another is necessary and all of it is not related
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to subject matter. In my opinion we should strive
hard to keep the first two classes small and not to let
others above grade two reach unreasonable figures.
( )bviously this points to complete use of the new build-
ing for classroom purposes and to more teachers. The
need of significant amounts of state aid becomes more
apparent. If Canaan should receive $14,000 it would be
a significant contribution to the educational picture as
of the moment. To expand needed facilities in Canaan,
to provde for music supervision, and to assist the slow
learners in reading and many other sound educational
practices, practices found in many rural communities,
will involve even greater effort, a large part of which
should come from the state. The state will eventually
ofter those services Avhich an aroused public will de-
mand, and. in turn. pav.
C. MAURICE GRAY
SCHOOL NURSE'S REPORT
All children had an annual inspection and parents
were notified of defects found. All cases were follow-
ed up and most of the defects were corrected or improv-
ed. Some cases, where it seemed necessary, received
financial assistance from such welfare sources as the
Salvation Army, Red Cross, Sight Conservation Pro-
gram of the State Public Welfare, Lindsey Fund, and
the Bristol Rotary Club.
In February 1950 Miss Nellie Clough, R.N. and
Miss Constance Martin, R.N., stafif nurses for the New
Hampshire Tuberculosis Society, assisted me in giving
the tuberculosis patch tests to the children in grades
seven through twelve inclusive. In all of my towns 357
children had the test with 5 showing positive reactions.
Twenty-one teachers had the test with seven having
positive reactions, teachers and children, had chest x-
rays. and examinations at the Chest Clinic held in Bris-
tol by the New Hampshire Tuberculosis Society. No
one showed any signs or symptoms of active tubercu-
losis.
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Dental CHnics were held in Bristol with Dr. Sar-
gent for the towns of Bristol, Bridgewater, Canaan,
Danbury, and Hebron. Due to lack of time Alexandria
and Grafton did not have a clinic but are being taken
care of first this year and we will try to do as many ot
the other towns as possible. In all 85 children attend-
ed the clinics. Three of these were welfare cases. There
are a number of children who need dental care whom
I believe should have welfare dental work but due to




L. S. THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the Inhabitants of the School district in the
town of Canaan, New Hampshire, qualified to vote in
district afifairs
:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town House
in said district on the 10th day of March, 1951, at 2
o'clock in the afternoon, to act upon the following sub-
jects :
1. To choose a Moderator for the coming year.
2. To choose a Clerk for the ensuing year.
3. To choose a Member of the School Board for
the ensuing three years.
4. To choose a Treasurer for the ensuing year.
5. To determine and appoint the salaries of the
School Board and Truant Officer, and fix the compen-
sation of any other officers or agent of the district.
6. To hear the reports of Agents, Auditors, Com-
mittees, or officers chosen, and pass any vote relating
thereto.
7. To choose Agents, Auditors and Committees in
relation to any subject embraced in this warrant.
8. To see if the district will vote to make any al-
teration in the amount of money required to be assess-
ed for the ensuing year for the support of public schools
and the payment of the statutory obligations of the dis-
trict, as determined by the school board in its annual
report.
9. To see if the School District will give the School
Board authority to sell the following school houses
—
West Canaan school ; Canaan Center school ; Canaan
Village Primary school and Canaan Village Intermedi-
ate school—when they are no longer needed as class-
rooms ; proceeds to be added to Capital reserve fund.
10. To see if the District will vote to authorize the
School Board to use any receipts under-estimated in
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(Continued from page 17.)
budget for 1950-51 to pay liabilities under-estimated in
1950-51 budget.
Given under our hands at said Canaan this 23rd
day of February 1951.
JOSEPH C. CHANDLER,
FRANK K. CLARKE,
ALFRED D. NEILY, JR.
School Board




ALFRED D. NEILY, JR.
School Board.
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